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In engineering, knowledge is generated when designing a product, but very limited useful
information is normally stored during and after the design process. Although informa-
tion is recorded in design document, emails, and meeting minutes, this still does not
provide eﬀective support for future engineering designers. It is apparent that even with
the considerable amount of research, the design community has failed to make full use
of design rationale capture in real-world projects. This is not because there is rea-
son to doubt the potential usefulness of capturing and delivering design rationale, but
instead because of excessive time, labor, cost, and project disruption that is required
to make both capture and delivery of design rationale eﬀective. In this thesis the au-
thor ﬁrst introduces a ﬂexible ontology-based schema based on the evolutional decision
making model with formally deﬁned semantics that enables the capture and reuse of
design knowledge, supported by advanced knowledge and intelligent systems. As part
of the work, a service-oriented, loosely coupled engineering design system framework is
developed. The major issue is the representation and capture of design rationale for
design management and for use in a re-design or related design. In this thesis, we de-
scribe an approach to a rationale system, Semantic Web based Design Rationale System
(SW-DRS) which consists of three parts: (i) an ontology based argumentation represen-
tation, (ii) a knowledge based design rationale database, (iii) a design artifact model.
In addition, it is demonstrated that the design rationale within a real world project can
be captured for evaluating with the research objectives. Finally, we evaluate SW-DRS
with a similar design rationale system, DRed, and conclude that the approach taken by
SW-DRS will be beneﬁcial to design engineering.Contents
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Introduction
During the engineering design process, a signiﬁcant amount of new knowledge is gen-
erated. Designers normally talk about the artifact, reinforce ideas, support or disagree
with each other, or reach conclusion by design document. Technical documents are cre-
ated, modiﬁed and used during the life cycle of an artifact. They can be more or less
formal, ranging from normative knowledge-based representations to natural language.
The knowledge can be valuable, even critical, to people (including engineering personnel)
who design, maintain, and optimize the artifact. Successful capture of design rationale is
considered to be very important to the success of any engineering project. It is estimated
that in a design activity up to 70% of the information used is taken from previous solu-
tions, (Khadilkar and Stauﬀer, 1996). In addition engineering companies are becoming
concerned with the eﬀective use of design knowledge accumulated over previous design
experiences, (Pahng et al., 1999). The design process often is in part implicit, for exam-
ple, information hidden in the minutes of meetings, design notebooks, email archives, or
as the designers’ personal experience. This makes it diﬃcult to retrieve past knowledge,
and hence makes its reuse even harder.
1.1 Motivation
The recognition of the need to share knowledge in the engineering organizations has led
to developments of systems that manage knowledge in order to learn from past mistakes,
avoid re-invention when a similar problem has already been solved, and support the
latter design phase where questions about early design decisions which often can not be
answered (Shum, 1996).
Possibly the earliest methodology which current argumentation research1 continues to
1Argumentation research is deﬁned as the study of the arts and sciences of dialogue, and conversation,
using rules of inference, logic, and procedural rules in real world settings. Argumentation is concerned
primarily with reaching conclusions through logical reasoning based on certain premises.
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pursue was set out by Englebart (1963). He suggested the structure that map into a
human’s mental structure will signiﬁcantly improve the designers’ capability to compre-
hend and ﬁnd solutions within a complex problem solving situation. A large amount of
work has contributed to improving computer supported notational structures - a way
to represent design arguments explicitly (Kunz and Rittel, 1970; Conklin and Begeman,
1988; Fischer et al., 1989a,b; Shipman and McCall, 1997; MacLean et al., 1991; Lee,
1990). In practice none of these systems had been proved successful in real problem
solving, for reasons which the author will discuss in Chapter 4.
In order to improve the productivity and eﬃciency of design activities by utilising and
sharing design knowledge, a systematic approach for managing design knowledge is
needed. This work will justify whether the computer-assisted management tools for
design knowledge using Semantic Web technology provide a more eﬀective way for con-
struction design information over existing solutions. The design knowledge is captured
by a framework based on an argumentation ontology, which is based on an improved
argumentation model, which makes information more accurate hence more useful. On-
tology has been proved useful in managing information about product family (design
artifact) (Nanda et al., 2004). If semantic web technology can be used in building de-
sign rationale, it will make the design reason more explicit as the knowledge can be
structured by ontologies. This is not only for the human, but also for the computer,
and hence provides more computational services, which may be used for better design,
design evolution and redesign.
1.2 Deﬁnition of design rationale
To understand why an artifact design the way it is, a clear understanding is needed about
how it could be diﬀerent, and why the choices made are appropriate. That results in an
explicit representation which describes a design space rather than a speciﬁc artifact. This
research uses the term “design rationale” to refer to this representation. Fundamentally,
design rationale is a methodology for problem solving and decision making in design
context. A review of the literature revealed the following deﬁnitions:
￿ Design rationale means statements of reasoning underlying the design process that
explain, derive, and justify design decisions (Fischer et al., 1996).
￿ Design rationale is a representation for explicitly documenting the reasoning and
argumentation that make sense of speciﬁc artifact (MacLean et al., 1991).
￿ Design rationale is the information that explains why an artifact is structured the
way that it is and why it has the behaviour it has (Conklin and Burgess-Yakemovic,
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￿ Design rationale is an explanation of why something is designed as it is (Gr¨ uber
and Russell, 1992).
￿ Design rationale includes the design problems, alternative resolutions (including
those which are later rejected), trade-oﬀ analysed among these alternatives and
a record of tentative and ﬁrm commitments that were made as the problem was
discussed and resolved (Blessing, 1994).
Some researchers also argue that design rationale comprises information not only about
decision making, issues, alternative solution (including those which are rejected), trade-
oﬀ analysis among these alternatives, criteria etc, but also about design artifact data
including requirement, function, structure, etc. (Lee, 1997; Werner and Ahmed, 1999;
Brissaud et al., 2003; Nomaguchi et al., 2004).
1.3 Importance of the problem
Research into design rationale capture was ﬁrst reported by Kunz and Rittel (1970),
and Issue-Based Information System (IBIS) was ﬁrst introduced. Most of that work
emphasizes how design rationale should be represented, especially the notation used for
representing the design domain vocabulary and their relationships. The challenge is not
to intrude on the designers as they accomplish the design task, especially when time is
a critical factor during a design task. One contribution of this work is the ability to
systematically collect and share knowledge by making use of the connectivity provided
by Internet technologies. For example, the Semantic Web (Berners-Lee et al., 2001),
initiated by W3C, carries the promises to make the web machine-understandable by
enriching available information with logic based semantics and provide us with new
framework for knowledge interchange and sharing. The Semantic Web is a web of data,
implying a common format for integration and combination of data drawn from diverse
sources. Moreover, Semantic Web is about language for recording how the data relates
to real world objects.
This work will not only answer the question how to organize and manage that knowledge,
but also suggest the way how this knowledge enhances the design activities, such as how
to discover the correct knowledge over enormous amount of knowledge available, how
the right design knowledge is retrieved at the required part of the design phase. The
use of web services in design rationale system will provide a modular approach that can
be reconﬁgured as the design activity processes, allowing optimal information retrieval
at all stages of the process.
How the design rationale is used depends on its representation format and content.
Shipman and McCall (1997) claimed that the perspectives of design rationales are: ar-
gumentation, documentation and communication. Computer support during the designChapter 1 Introduction 4
process can considerably reduce time and improve the design. The aim of this research
is to provide a framework in which a design problem can be argued thoroughly and
hence a better solution generated eﬀectively. Furthermore, the design rationale, if well
structured, can be converted into documentation, which beneﬁts for users extending to
the design process and can be used for project management communication.
The use of well designed design rationale system can thus improve design management,
collaboration, design reuse, maintenance, learning, and document. Such a system can
beneﬁts a number of activities and user group: better design (designers), maintenance
(system maintainers), education (new trainees, students, learning program), and docu-
mentation (future designer and maintainers) (Lee, 1997).
1.4 Research question and contribution
In this work the author has developed an approach to design rationale capture and
dissemination that is based on web services and semantic web technologies. The existing
systems either require a large amount of eﬀort by designers to construct the rationale
which causes the designers’ resistance, or the capture of design rationale that is no
accurate enough to beneﬁt other users. It is expected that the proposed approach will
minimize the non-productive eﬀort required to create design rationale and maximize its
utility for those designers creating design rationale, therefore the method will delivery
measurable beneﬁts in the quality and quantity of design rationale captured over existing
systems.
The formal research question for this work can be expressed as: what are the im-
provements that the argument structure developed in this work can give to
design rationale capture.
The primary contribution of this work derives from the way it approaches the problem
of capturing engineering design rationale. Issue Based Information System was ﬁrst
published in 1970s and a number of derivatives followed in the following decades. No-
maguchi et al. (2004) introduces a new element which is called emphasis extending IBIS.
Emphasis is deﬁned as a node that represents importance of the argument. Ahmed and
Wallace (2001) investigate design strategies need to be employed when possible solution
infer to decision during evaluation. While design strategy is too implicit, the author
introduces the concept of “criteria” to replace design strategy, relating solution, evalu-
ation and decision which construct the decision making model that best represents the
decision making process.
The second contribution of this research is the argumentation ontology developed by
the author, which can be the basis of rationale capturing in the design rationale cap-
ture system framework. The modular framework which is based on a service-orientedChapter 1 Introduction 5
architecture allows the integration of complex information domain. This highly ﬂexible
structure in turns enhances the reusability and interoperability of the system imple-
mented with this framework.
1.5 Structure of thesis
Following this instruction, Chapter 2 presents an overview of knowledge management
research. The deﬁnition of knowledge is reviewed, followed by a summary of recent
development in knowledge-oriented technology which has led to signiﬁcant beneﬁts for
organizations.
Chapter 3 introduces the typical engineering design process. Some important capture
methodologies are reviewed and summarises the approaches to capture design rationale.
Chapter 4 details a service-oriented architecture for capturing design rationale. The
services are loosely coupled, which means the service interface is independent of the
implementation. The designers’s work will be supported by the development of a system
built on top of loosely connected ontology classes via a semantic web portal.
Chapter 5 introduces how semantic web help for capturing design rationale, including the
ontologies the author build in the system. And also a vision about semantic web can help
possibly reach a higher automation level is discussed, if fair amount of comprehension
and complex decision-making, the right model knowledge is well prepared and highly
accessible.
Chapter 6 presents the design of the proposed evaluation approach strategy, as well
as deﬁning the evaluation questions and goals. To illustrate the approach, the author
carried out a robot design case study, which used the SW-DRS decision making model
to capture the entire robot chassis design. Finally a brief comparison between SW-DRS
and a similar rationale capture system DRed is made.
Chapter 7 summarises the importance and contribution of this research achieved to date
and presents the future research directions.
1.6 Declaration
This work is based upon the work undertaken by the author within a collaborative
research environment. This thesis is the original work of the author and has not been
submitted in any form for another degree or diploma at any university or other institution
of tertiary education. Information derived from the published or unpublished work of
others has been acknowledged in the text and a list of references is given.Chapter 2
Knowledge Management
Over the past ten years, organizations have taken considerable interest in how to en-
hance their performance, eﬃciency and reduce the resource waste. That rises the live
issue in business world termed “knowledge management”. As more companies begin
knowledge management programs and move through the plan, review and implementa-
tion stages, demand for knowledge management products and services will increase, as
seen in many new publications, conferences, IT products and company. The worldwide
spending for knowledge management services including consulting, implementation, sup-
port, outsourcing and training grows from $776 million in 1998 to $2.3 billion in 2000,
and reach $12.7 billion in 2005, according to a research ﬁrm International Data Corpora-
tion (IDC, 2006). However, despite the excitement surrounding knowledge management
there is signiﬁcant debate and confusion on what it is or what it should be. This chapter
presents an overview of knowledge management.
2.1 What is knowledge, and knowledge management
Before going any further it is important to deﬁne what is meant by knowledge. However,
the termed “knowledge” is hard to deﬁne precisely and simply, this is not surprising,
for example how would a manager deﬁne “management” and how a scientist deﬁne
“research”. The Oxford English Dictionary’s deﬁnition of knowledge is “awareness of
familiarity gained by experience”.
Within the academic literature there are many thoughtful and thought-provoking deﬁni-
tion of knowledge, including the important distinctions made between data, information,
knowledge and wisdom (Ackoﬀ, 1989; Bellinger et al., 2002) . A ss h o w ni nF i g u r e2.1,
data is the raw material of information. It is the product of research and discovery. A
single piece of data has no meaning unless its context is understood. Data needs to be
transformed to information. Information is a meaningful ﬂow of data. The patterns and
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relationship in the data is pointed out and discussed leading to data being transform-
ing into information. It is the data that has been given meaning by way of relational
connection. This “meaning” can be useful, but does not have to be (Bellinger et al.,
2002). Whereas, knowledge is the appropriate collection of information, as its intent has
to be useful. There are numerous deﬁnitions of knowledge - to be found at conferences,
e-prints and on the web. One of the widely cited deﬁnition is introduced by Davenport
and Prusak (1998). Knowledge is a ﬂuid mix of framed experience, values, contextual
and actionable information, and expert insight the provides a framework for evaluating
and incorporating new experiences and information. Knowledge indeed consist of two
main aspects, one is the body of information, which contain the linked data. While
the other as knowledge is created in a situation, and it is accumulated and integrated
and held over time to handle speciﬁc situations, so can also be deﬁned as actionable
information. Wisdom calls upon all previous levels of consciousness, it give us under-
standing about which there has previously been no understanding. It is just a scenario
that computers will take the role of human being thinking, the author will not go further
in our discussion.
Figure 2.1: The route from data through to wisdom based on Ackoﬀ (1989)
Various people have thought carefully about varying deﬁnitions and produced their
own analysis their working problem, for example in the following quotation from Steyn
(2004):
“Information consists of data, but data is not necessarily information. Also,
wisdom is knowledge, which in turn is information, which in turn is data,
but, for example, knowledge is not necessarily wisdom. So wisdom is subset
of knowledge, which is a subset of information, which is a subset of data.”
The knowledge management domain is complex, with many subareas of specialization,
so it is diﬃcult to give a brief deﬁnition. Is it a organization strategy, latest information
technology or business information processing? Base on the deﬁnition of knowledge,Chapter 2 Knowledge Management 8
knowledge management (KM) can be considered the discipline that provides strategy,
process and technology to share and leverage information and expertise that will in-
crease our level of understanding to more eﬀectively solve problems and make decisions
(Harigopal and Satyadas, 2001). Knowledge management is a concept which an en-
terprise gathers, organizes, shares and analyzes the knowledge of individuals and group
across the organization in ways the directly aﬀect performance. Knowledge management
predicts retrieving the right information, in the right context, for the right person, at
the right time, for the right business purpose.
Knowledge management draws from a wide range of disciplines and technologies.
￿ Document management. It moved on to making content accessible and reusable,
making the document be meaningful by deﬁning metadata and associate it with
document objects.
￿ Data warehouse and rationale database. They shift the concept of managing
“structured” data to the methodology for storing “unstructured” content, with the
models for representing and managing knowledge resources.
￿ Semantic network. Semantic networks are formed of ideas commonly termed
“hypertext without the content”. The traditional World Wide Web lacks the
capability to locate relevant information rapidly. In 2001, Tim Berners-Lee, James
Hendler and Ora Lassila wrote a seminal article in which they envisioned the
Semantic Web (Berners-Lee et al., 2001). Their scenario demonstrating how the
Semantic Web might be used, through identifying and using services on the Web.
￿ Expert System, Artiﬁcial Intelligence. Knowledge-based systems use spe-
cialized sets of coded knowledge to reason and perform intelligent tasks. This is
in contrast with the conventional type systems which rely on data and general
algorithms to solve less intelligent tasks. Knowledge-based systems have proved to
be much more successful than previous problem solving systems from practices.
￿ Decision support system. The research combines the ﬁeld from cognitive sci-
ence, management science, business processing to system engineering in order to
produce both eﬀective and qualitative artifacts, and integrate such artifacts within
the decision making processes of designers. While similar to a Knowledge Manage-
ment System, the emphasis is on speciﬁc product design rather than organization
knowledge sharing and knowledge ﬂow.
￿ Cognitive science and organizational science. Acquisition from how to learn
and know will certainly improve tools and techniques for gather and transferring
knowledge. The social perspective such as organizational behaviour and culture
are also paramount.Chapter 2 Knowledge Management 9
In the following section, the author seeks to better understand how knowledge is being
managed and processed.
2.2 Knowledge life cycle
The process of transforming data and information into knowledge is a continuous cycle.
Knowledge management is a cyclic process involving three related activities: creation,
integration, and dissemination (Fischer and Oswald, 2001). Whereas, Sim (2004)p r o -
pose knowledge management can be more than that, Figure 2.2 depicts the knowledge
management cycle as consisting of four fundamental steps that involves creation, storage,
integration, and dissemination. However, there are various versions of knowledge life cy-
Figure 2.2: A knowledge cycle shows the activities deﬁned in section 2.2 (Sim, 2004)
cle, Millard et al. (2006) presented four stages cycle: knowledge acquisition, knowledge
modelling, knowledge annotation and knowledge reuse. Wong et al. (2006)i d e n t i ﬁ e d
four key activities in knowledge management - knowledge creation, knowledge mapping,
knowledge retrieval and knowledge use. Recently, a comparative complete and speciﬁc
knowledge life cycle was deﬁned by AKT (2003). This knowledge management cycle
includes six activities: acquiring knowledge, modelling knowledge, reusing knowledge,
retrieving knowledge, publishing knowledge, and maintaining knowledge, which the au-
thor will discuss in Section 2.4.2.Chapter 2 Knowledge Management 10
2.2.1 Creation
Based on the resource that new knowledge is created, the creation process contains two
perspectives. One is the conversion from data into information, then into knowledge, this
has been discussed in last section. For example, system-assisted knowledge discovery
processes ﬁnd new patterns in existing information during data or text mining (Kosala
and Blockeel, 2000). While the other perspective attracts more interest in recent years.
According to Fischer and Oswald (2001), traditional knowledge management approaches
assume that the critical issue for workers is to ﬁnd the “answers” in organizational
memory that apply to the current problem. A design-based approach assumes that the
organizational memory will not contain all the knowledge required to understand and
solve such problems. So, workers must create new knowledge. Furthermore, knowledge
is not static as information, it works only when collaborate with its speciﬁc situation.
Knowledge to someone is only information to others until it is validated.
2.2.2 Storage
Within this version of the knowledge cycle the storage activity also incorporate the cap-
ture and elicitation of the knowledge. While in this stage, the work is the formalizing
of the knowledge, usually this requires the use of an ontology. Explicit knowledge can
be captured as it is created, but the implicit knowledge capturing is considered to be
a research challenge. Actually, the key issue is the approach for representing knowl-
edge (Fischer and Oswald, 2001). Implicit knowledge usually can be elicited from the
sources using questionnaires, interviews, or leveraging from a collaborative environment.
Knowledge thus gathered can be represented using schema such as semantic web, scripts,
expert systems, design rationale system, etc. On the other hand, tacit knowledge can
not be captured precisely at this stage of knowledge life cycle but only can be identiﬁed
after integrate with other organization sources, including personal and group social fac-
tors. This process require the ability to map from domain concepts into formalizations
the system requires.
2.2.3 Integration
Former organisational memory is not only the source of information to help users un-
derstand the problem they face, but also a origination for new information and products
created during work. Although the problems users solved are unique in some aspects,
they are also similar to those previously solved. The process is a continuous activity
by which an organisation introduces new knowledge claims to its operating environ-
ment and work with others or reties old ones. They are actively integrated into the
work process and social practices of the community that construct them. Knowledge
integration includes all knowledge transmission, teaching, and other social activity thatChapter 2 Knowledge Management 11
communicates either an understanding of previously produces organizational knowledge
to knowledge workers, or the organizational knowledge base.
Fischer and Oswald (2001) summarises knowledge integration comprises two tasks: con-
ceptual generalization during which relating information from on context to information
from another; representational formalization by which putting information in a form such
that computational mechanisms can access and interpret it. While in our perspective,
the second task is the main objective of storage in the knowledge life cycle.
2.2.4 Dissemination
Knowledge created, stored, and integrated is ready for distribution via multiple ob-
jectives. Dissemination includes “pushing” the knowledge to users and users retriev-
ing, sharing and reusing the knowledge when needed. The range of push mechanisms
includes information and knowledge portals, intelligent agents, and recommendation
systems (Suresh and Egbu, 2004). An agent application probably suggest how to use
knowledge after capturing and storage (Maes, 1991). Applications of intelligent agents
are required in all stages of managing knowledge, especially during automatic knowledge
organization and retrieval. Such agents will interact with knowledge worker to under-
stand user interest or expertise and present relevant information as well as interact with
other knowledge agents to assemble knowledge base. Given the social capital impli-
cations of leveraging knowledge management, and the related aspects of culture and
change, robust agent models can help us signiﬁcantly in understanding and providing
immediate value.
As the author indicates, knowledge management is a cyclic and continuous process during
ongoing business activities. And the distinctness between these four steps is diﬃcult to
identiﬁed. Furthermore, it seems lack an eﬀective and general approach for serving the
knowledge management cycle. The next section will review approaches to knowledge
management approach and analysis why some applications failed.
2.3 Approaches to knowledge management
There are many ways to slice up the multi-faceted world of knowledge management.
However, it is often useful to categorize them. Sveiby (1996)i d e n t i ﬁ e dt w o“ t r a c k s ”
within knowledge management:
￿ Management of Information. Researchers and practitioners in this ﬁeld tend
to have their education in computer and information science, telecommunications,Chapter 2 Knowledge Management 12
database and data analysis. They are involved in construction of information man-
agement systems, AI, reengineering, group ware etc. To them knowledge equals
objects that can be encoded, stored, transmitted and processed by IT systems.
￿ Management of People. This is organizational theory with backgrounds in
philosophy, psychology, sociology or business management. Proponents of this
theory believe that knowledge equals process, a complex set of dynamic skills,
know-how etc, that is constantly changing.
Sveiby’s characterization is considered acceptable, but it may also been classiﬁed in
the ﬂavor of diverse objectives of knowledge management: mechanistic approaches and
behavioristic approaches.
Mechanistic approaches to knowledge management are characterized by the application
of technology and better accessible and structured resources. The main assumptions of
the mechanistic approach include:
￿ Better accessibility to information is a key issue, including enhanced methods of
access and reuse of documents (hypertext linking, databases, full-text search, etc.)
￿ Networking technology in general (especially intranets), and groupware in partic-
ular, will be key solutions.
￿ In general, technology and sheer volume of information will enhance the knowledge
management process. This approach places the emphasis on the technology to
provide a solution.
Behavioristic approaches, with substantial roots in process re-engineering and change
management, tend to view the knowledge problem as a management issue. Technology
though ultimately essential for managing explicit knowledge resources is not the solu-
tion. These approaches tend to focus more on innovation and creativity (the learning
organization and recommend solution) than on leveraging existing explicit resources or
making working knowledge explicit.
Assumptions of the behavioristic approaches include the following:
￿ Organizational behaviors and culture need to change dramatically. In the current
information-intensive environments, organizations typically become dysfunctional
relative to their business objectives.
￿ Organizational behaviors and culture can be changed, but traditional technology
and methods of attempting to solve the knowledge problem have reached their lim-
its of eﬀectiveness, therefore a more holistic view is required. Theories of behavior
of large-scale systems are often invoked to resolve these challenges.Chapter 2 Knowledge Management 13
2.4 Knowledge technologies
Knowledge is hidden in all existing sources including personal rationale, systems, databases,
meeting notes, email archive and organization culture. It enhances the business process
reengineering, in which the knowledge can be modelling into objects that can be encoded,
stored, transmitted and processed, this approach is termed knowledge technology.
Knowledge technologies have emerged as a concept distinct from Knowledge manage-
ment. Knowledge technology is one that adds a layer of “intelligence” to information
technology, to ﬁlter appropriate information and deliver it when it is needed.
It is considered to be an emphasis what are the key features that the knowledge tech-
nologies should identify to achieve knowledge management’s objectives and usability.
Some typical features are given below:
￿ Content: the ability to create, store, deliver information with a speciﬁc value.
The content also requires the ability to manage-aggregate, ﬁlter, mine and use
taxonomies.
￿ Collaboration: can be synchronous using instant chat and, net-meeting, tele-
phone or asynchronous using virtual workspace and emails.
￿ Learning: including self-paced, collaborative, face to face approaches.
￿ Portal: provides the user an interface to the knowledge allowing personalization,
searching and navigation. This can lead to a pervasive experience.
￿ Business intelligence and integration: through application integration, and
data aggregation.
2.4.1 Current technologies
Knowledge management research is fairly recent, the ﬁrst phase occurred in mid-80s
to 1990, and was characterised by a degree of experimentation. During this phase
researchers were exploring the value created by leveraging the competence and skills of
people, innovation and knowledge creation. Knowledge management was not invented as
a theoretical concepts but a practical approach to manage knowledge and beneﬁts from
it. Then from 1991 to 1997, knowledge management was driven by the IT revolution
and explosion of the Internet. The IT solutions and management processes during this
time were about re-using knowledge and to avoid re-inventing the wheel. Table 2.1
lists the technologies developed in the past few decades according to the categories of
knowledge management life cycle. Recently, knowledge management issues are becoming
human concerned. Researchers are beginning to realize that human beings, and not IT
systems, are at the core of value creation. More and more people have come to realizeChapter 2 Knowledge Management 14
the eﬃciency through IT is not enough. The real value for corporations and society will
be generated only by creating environments that enable all people to create and share
knowledge. The table also reﬂects this trend.
Life Cycle Event Technologies
Creation Data Mining, Text Mining, Modelling
Storage Date Warehouse, Workﬂow, Expert Proﬁles
Integration Data Aggregation, Taxonomies, Quantitative
Mining, Structured and Unstructured Indexing
Dissemination Expertise Location, Portals, Personalize Con-
tent, Collaborative Filtering
Table 2.1: Life cycle events, and typical technologies used for their delivery
2.4.2 Future technologies
It is a commonly held belief that people live in a world where there has been an explosion
of data, information and knowledge. But knowledge is only of value when it can be used
eﬀectively and eﬃciently. Knowledge needs to be acquired, modeled and represented,
stored and retrieved, used and reused, published and maintained (Shadbolt and O’Hara,
2004).
Figure 2.3: The Advanced Knowledge Technologies model (Shadbolt and O’Hara,
2004)
Figure 2.3 represented six challenges addressed by Advanced Knowledge Technologies
project (AKT, 2003), which is an interdisciplinary research collaboration, aiming to
develop technology and understand the dynamics of knowledge within an organisation
to facilitate the management of knowledge and extraction of value from it.
￿ Knowledge acquisition. This research is focusing on the development of KA
techniques appropriate for the new information-rich environment. This involveChapter 2 Knowledge Management 15
making tacit knowledge explicit, acquiring and integrating knowledge from multi-
ple sources, acquiring knowledge from unstructured media, as natural languages.
￿ Knowledge modelling. Modelling bridges the gap between the acquisition of
knowledge and its use. The structure must enable usability for problem solving. A
central idea will be the use of ontologies, powerful formalisms for expressing and
structuring conceptual schemes for domains.
￿ Knowledge reuse. Understand the use and application of knowledge, enable
more leverage to be gained from the knowledge already at hand, thereby increasing
the returns on investment in those knowledge assets.
￿ Knowledge retrieval. Finding a particular piece of knowledge in a very large
knowledge repository, understanding the structure of the stored knowledge in order
to navigate through it eﬃciently and supporting dynamic extraction of knowledge,
which alter regularly and quickly during problem-solving.
￿ Knowledge publishing. This work includes the creation of representational
forms - web pages, narratives, sets of hyperlinks - tailored to context, using on-
tologies, which aims to get the right knowledge, in the right form, in the right
place, to the right person, at the right time.
￿ Knowledge maintenance. - keeping the knowledge repository functional. This
involves assessing the ﬁtness for purpose of the knowledge bases, improving the
representational eﬃciency, regular updating of content as content changes.
2.5 Knowledge Maintenance
The value of a corporate information system tends to degrade with time. This is partic-
ularly true if exemplary knowledge (experience, case-speciﬁc knowledge) is stored in the
information system, as is typically done in experience bases, lessons learned systems,
best practice databases, or case-based reasoning systems, because such knowledge is
gained almost continuously in daily work (Nick and Althoﬀ, 2001).
Knowledge maintenance can be considered to categorize into following aspects:
￿ Enhance is an essential element in the transformation of information into knowl-
edge. Migrating content to a new system, creating a hierarchy or taxonomy, link-
ing, adding descriptive meta data, and categorizing knowledge into appropriate
classiﬁcations are some of the steps that help turn information into knowledge.
￿ Collaborate brings people together around the knowledge they create and con-
sume, facilitating the growth and reﬁnement of this body of knowledge, as well as
spawning new types of knowledge through this interaction.Chapter 2 Knowledge Management 16
￿ Manage allows for the storage, security, and retrieval of organizational knowl-
edge throughout the lifecycle, providing the necessary infrastructure to keep the
knowledge fresh and relevant.
While within the knowledge management of engineering design, because of the problem
with engineering design, which should be ﬂagged as the size of corporation databases
and the stored poor quality of the knowledge. That results in knowledge maintenance
being a signiﬁcant challenge.
2.6 Rich HyperText systems
Hypertext is a framework which enables powerful management of large amounts of in-
formation. Using hypertext concepts, it is possible to structure data in diﬀerent ways,
at diﬀerent abstract level and display and manipulate diﬀerently with typed nodes and
links in rich hypertext system. For example, if a user interface formally recognized dif-
ferent link types, it could display and manage them diﬀerently. The most obvious type
distinction is between a website’s internal links and links that point to other sites, and
an application based on this, is the design icons that notify users about links to internal
or external sites. And also, rich hypertext system enables an explicit structure, which
frees users from inherent constraints to individual site designs. Users need no longer
suﬀer under bad sites, diﬀerent navigation.
In hypertext model the two fundamental concepts are node and link. Nodes are the
primary information containers. A node has three major parts: contents, attributes and
anchors. The node content is where the properties of the hypertext is stored. The at-
tributes are name-value pairs, in which additional node information may be represented.
A link represents a binary relationship between two nodes. An anchor is an abstraction
which associates some value in a node with a link; the value is typically a position or
a region in the node contents. Thus, an anchor makes it possible to come from a node
to a link, given some part of the node contents as the starting point of the traversal
(Nørmark and Østerbye, 1995).
The model of rich hypertext is an extension of the basic hypertext model. The extension
are types entities, type organization and internal node structure. All nodes and types
are typed entities, type organization means the types of nodes and links are organized
in a hierarchy, in which properties of super types can be inherited to subtypes, while the
contents of the node are divided into sub-units, which are organized using the concepts
of attributes and anchors.
In rich hypertexts all the nodes have types. The type of a node may reﬂect its role in
the hypertext. The nodes in rich hypertexts are connected by typed links. In many
application domains it may in addition be important to ensure that a rich hypertextChapter 2 Knowledge Management 17
obeys a set of topological constraints. A structure may be imposed on the contents of
nodes as well. Thus, the “richness” stems from the typing of both nodes and links and
from the degree of structuring at the microscopic level (inside nodes and links) as well as
at the macroscopic level (among nodes and links) (Nørmark and Østerbye, 1995). Rich
hypertexts may appear in a variety of diﬀerent application domains, one such domain is
structured argumentation, as represented by gIBIS.
2.7 Conclusion
As knowledge management shifts emphasis from single-handed information to the ex-
plicit and implicit processes that using the information, new knowledge management
practise are more focused toward changing an organization’s climate, as companies seek
to ﬁnd ways to identify the types of knowledge they have and what they need and how
to produce. One outcome of this emphasis is the evolution of enterprise portals bring-
ing knowledge straight to the desktop, which has revolutionized eﬀective business or
engineering decision-making. These will beneﬁt the proposed design rationale capture
system. In the following chapters of the thesis, the author will discuss knowledge capture
in engineering design and proposed the SW-DRS framework for capturing engineering
design rationale.Chapter 3
Engineering Design
An early role of knowledge management was as a support tool for the design engineer
generally within the context of product design. The goal of knowledge management as a
process is to improve the organization’s ability to execute its core business functions more
eﬃciently and eﬀectively. The key to knowledge management is capturing intellectual
assets for the tangible beneﬁt of the organization. On the other hand, the aim of any
design engineering consulting ﬁrm is to produce projects with high quality and in less
time.
3.1 The Design Process
Engineering design is frequently described as an ill-deﬁned problem: usually many possi-
ble solutions exist, the engineers’ objective is to seek the best solution from among these
many alternatives. To identify and develop each of these alternatives in an eﬀective
manner, a procedure know as the engineering design process is followed.
Figure 3.1: An engineering design process, based on Fischer et al. (2004).
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Figure 3.1 shows a typical engineering design activities. The ﬁrst stage is needs assess-
ment, which aims to identify the objectives to be achieved by the solution. Then the
designer is required to formulate the problem, and structure the search for a solution,
identify the design speciﬁcation and ﬁnally identify the required resources. The needs
assessment and problem formulation also compose the requirements in other descrip-
tion. Requirements are handled and analyzed to evolve product concepts. Following,
starting from the design concepts, designers will deﬁne components, arrangement, and
dimensions. Once a concept has been selected, the job of producing a detailed design
begins, which include a set of drawings and speciﬁcations in which the ﬁnal design of
the elements are ﬁxed. After successfully simulating, testing and evaluating a design
prototype, the design can proceed with full production. Based on the experiences of
the users, the feedback can be used to start this design of the subsequent product. In
Figure 3.1 the design process is shown as a linear work, but designing is a non-linear
process, there are always iterations driving the activity backward to any stage before
the solution produced.
At diﬀerent stages of an artifact’s design process, the activities can concentrate on
the features or on the process, (Regli et al., 2000). During the initial stage of the
design process, from the need assessment to the concept design, there is concern about
the requirement and possible options, for example how it will work, what devices are
required. As the design process proceeds, the emphasis moves to the process design
- normally concentrating on manufacture requirements and material speciﬁcation. In
the detailed design stage, the objective is to meet the functional and non-functional
requirement which leads to more feature based work. It is clear that the design process
is both process and feature based, which places requirement on the design rationale tools
(Regli et al., 2000).
3.2 Knowledge in Engineering Design
Documents that are produced during the engineering and detail works include design
procedures; technical reports; plans that contain engineering layout of the design, the
schematic diagrams, and the speciﬁc details; and technical speciﬁcations classiﬁed. En-
gineers usually look for the precise information related to a certain technical system by
project. All these documents are considered to be explicit knowledge that is produced
before and they are then built into the company’s memory to become internal sources
available for future projects. Emails are used to transfer knowledge among individuals
within the organization. For example, many procedures, computer programs, lessons
learned from experience, guidelines, and design hints are exchanged.
Figure 3.2 shows the type of knowledge that is needed in a mechanical engineering design
process. The knowledge needed at the concept level includes criteria, design hints, andChapter 3 Engineering Design 20
Figure 3.2: Type of knowledge and its ﬂow within a mechanical engineering design
process (Mezher et al., 2005).
equations and physical factors. Criteria are deﬁned as the constraints and engineering
standard that designers should follow to perform their design. Design hints are the keys
to a good design free of problems. Engineering work is based on engineering equations
that are a base for design.
Knowledge that can be used in the design procedures include calculations, methods,
design shortcuts prepared by the engineers, programs validated by the department,
and selection programs for equipment. All these procedures have to be validated by
lead engineers with greater experience, mainly chief designers and group leaders. This
part is the most important since it facilitates the work for a faster design and better
production.
Knowledge can be gained from lessons from previous case whereas many problems were
faced and solved. These experiences are translated into knowledge where engineers can
take them into consideration in future designs. Gathering and managing this type of
knowledge is a good step toward eliminating design errors.
Design work is basically knowledge gained from other engineers that faced similar prob-
lems. This kind of knowledge can be acquired through formal or informal communication
channels. This knowledge gained must be captured and shared throughout the organi-
zation.
3.3 Design argumentation
As deﬁned in Chapter 1, design rationale can be considered to be the argumentation be-
hind the design artifact, identifying the reasoning which has been invested in the design
of an artifact. The objective of design rationale research is to ﬁnd the most acceptable
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eﬀort in its generation while maximizing its usability. Since Rittel’s Issue Based Infor-
mation Systems was presented in 1970s, the design rationale research has invested on
argumentation design rationale for decades and produced a variety of extensions. Shum
(1996) identiﬁed three strong inﬂuences which serve as historical and conceptual roots
to the current interest in argumentative design rationale. The author also ﬁnds that a
signiﬁcant number of design rationale researches in US are based on IBIS, and conversely
others in Europe are based on Toulmin. The author will introduce and compare the two
methodologies in this chapter.
3.4 Representation of rationale
The majority of work on design rationale has concentrated on capture and representa-
tion. The representation of design rationale has been studied extensively. (Lee, 1997)
claims that design rationale representations range from formal to informal. Informal
representation captures rationale in a natural language, audio/video recordings and raw
drawings. The information is ill-structured and only provides limited computational
services. But as the author deﬁned, design rationale should go further more. In a formal
representation, information is deﬁned as formal objects that the system can interpret
and manipulate, providing computational services. But they do not output information
in a form that a human can understand. Combinations of both of these approaches can
overcome their individual limitations, so the existing systems were mostly built using
semi-formal to represent argumentation.
3.4.1 Issue Based Information System (IBIS)
IBIS can be tracked back to the early work of Kunz and Rittel (1970). IBIS was devel-
oped to provide a simple yet formal structure for discussion and exploration of wicked
problems1. An issue is an identiﬁed problem to be resolved by deliberation, followed by
one or more positions that respond to the issue. Each position can have any number
of arguments that support or object the position. One issue can either generalize or
specialise from another issue. IBIS organize the deliberation process into a network of
these elements and their relations. The key element of IBIS is issue-position-argument,
of whom the relationship is illustrated in Figure 3.3. Other version of IBIS systems are
gIBIS (graphical IBIS) and itIBIS (indented text IBIS).
The Design rationale editor (DRed) (Bracewell et al., 2004) is one of the many proposed
derivatives of the IBIS concept. DRed is a software tool, which is currently being
used in aero engine design. It provides a facility for structuring the electronic design
1One clear sign of a wicked problem is that there is no clear agreement about what the real problem
is. Wicked problems can not be solved in the traditional sense, because one runs out of resources -time,
money, energy, etc.before a perfect solution can be implemented.Chapter 3 Engineering Design 22
Figure 3.3: The relationship of issue, position and argument
The notation 1-N indicates one to many, and N-N indicates many to many.
information generated during design and is intended to work together with CAD, oﬃce
and web applications.
3.4.2 Procedural Hierarchy of Issues (PHI)
In 1970s, a variety of projects were undertaken that attempted to use IBIS to solve
real world problems, but it was found that they were unable to adequately support
design tasks. As a result researchers found a fundamental problems with the IBIS
method, (Fischer et al., 1996; McCall, 1991). Fisher et al identiﬁed that two types of
information are omitted from IBIS. One is the dependence relationships between issue
resolutions, that is, relationships representing the fact that answering an issue often
depends on how other issues are answered. The other one was questions that were not
deliberated, that is, questions for which the pros and cons of alternatives answers are
not considered. PHI (an extended IBIS) is introduced to overcome the drawback. It
broadens the concept issue and alter the elements to issue, answer and argument. First,
it simpliﬁes relations among issues by providing the ”serve” relationship only. Secondly,
it introduces two methods to deal with the issues: deliberation (argumentative process)
and decomposition (break down the issue into a series of sub-issues) .T h ep r i m ei s s u ei s
by deﬁnition the whole project and PHI always ends with the resolution of prime issue.
A more detailed comparison between PHI and IBIS can be found in McCall (1991).
3.4.3 Design Space Analysis (DSA)
DSA makes the analysis of the design space the central issue. The key elements as
indicated in Figure 3.4 are: questions highlight key design issues, options refer the pos-
sible answers to the questions, criterion for assessing and comparing the options. In
addition, Assessments are the relationships between Options and Criteria (supports or
objects-to), and Arguments are used to conduct debate about the status of the above
entities and relationships. While the issue based representation aims to capture the his-
tory of design deliberation. In contrast to IBIS-based approaches which aim to capture
spontaneous design deliberation, the Question, Option and Criterion (QOC) representa-Chapter 3 Engineering Design 23
Figure 3.4: The generic Question-Option-Criterionvocabulary (MacLean et al., 1991).
The link-thickness is used to indicate relative weights of the assessment.
tion, (MacLean et al., 1991), encourages the systematic development of design Options
structured by Questions, choice amongst them and also the considerations that lead to
choice.
3.4.4 Decision Representation Language (DRL)
DRL was introduced by Lee (1990), which aim at being expressive enough to represent
design rationale and providing enough services to reward the user. Five design spaces
are deﬁned in DRL: Argument, alternative, evaluation, criteria and issue. Each space
holds part of the information about the complete design.
As show in Figure 3.5, Alternatives represent the options from which to choose. Goals
represent the properties that an ideal option should have. A Decision Problem represents
the problem of choosing the Alternative that best satisﬁes the Goals. Each Alternative
is related to a Goal via an Achieves relation, denoted as Achieves(Alternative, Goal). A
relation in DRL is a subclass of Claim; in particular, the relation Achieves(Alternative,
Goal) represents the claim that the Alternative achieves the Goal. The overall evaluation
of an alternative is represented by the plausibility of the relation, for example, the claim,
Is-the-Best-Alternative- For(Alternative. Decision Problem). The plausibility of this
relation, in turn, is a function of the plausibility of the Achieves relations between the
alternative and all the goals as well as of the importance of these goals. An Alternative is
evaluated by arguing about the plausibility of the Achieves claims linking the alternative
to each of the Goals, and about the importance of the Goals. More generally, one argues
in DRL by producing a Claim, which can Support, Deny, or Presuppose other Claims.Chapter 3 Engineering Design 24
Figure 3.5: The object types that form the Decision Representation Language vocab-
ulary (Lee, 1990)
These relations – Supports, Denies, Presupposes – are, as mentioned above, claims; as
such, they, too, can be argued about. A Question Inﬂuences a Claim if the plausibility
of the Claim depends on how the Question is answered.
3.4.5 The Toulmin Structure
Toulmin’s theory is used in a variety of communication classes including the Fundamen-
tals of Communication course, Public Speaking, Business and Professional Speaking,
Communication Theory, Interpersonal Communication, and others. This theory is also
used in some philosophy and English composition courses.
Toulmin (1958) identiﬁes the three essential parts of any argument as the claim, the data
and the warrant. Data (Grounds) is the evidence, facts, data, and information that are
the reason for the claim in the ﬁrst place- a reasoned beginning. A Claim is the position
on the issue, the purpose behind the argument. The Warrant is the component of the
argument that establishes the logical connection between the data and the claim. “the
arguments in which the warrant entitles us to argue unequivocally to the conclusion”
(Toulmin, 1958).
Toulmin also identiﬁed other elements: backing, qualiﬁer and reservation. Backing is
support material that supports the warrant in the argument. Backing can help under-
stand the reasoning used in the warrant. Because Toulmin advocated practical reasoning,
all arguments have relative strength. Qualiﬁers represent the verbalization of the rela-Chapter 3 Engineering Design 25
Figure 3.6: Toulmin Structure (Soukup and Titsworth, 1998)
tive strength of an argument. A Reservation or Rebuttal is an exception to the claim
presented by the arguer. In Toulmin’s model, arguments are not considered univer-
sally true. The Reservation demonstrates how arguments can be strengthened via the
limitations of the argument.
3.4.6 DRed (Design rationale editor)
A new IBIS-based software tool called DRed has been developed by researchers in Cam-
bridge for Design in the Engineering Design Centre (EDC) in 2004 (Bracewell et al.,
2004). DRed allows designers to record their design rationale at the time of its gener-
ation and deliberation. The design rationale is displayed in a document as a graph of
nodes linked with directed arcs. The user creates the nodes by choosing from a prede-
ﬁned set of element types. The key element types are: issue, answer, and argument.
And each type has a number of states. For instance, issue can either be open, resolved,
insoluble or rejected. Answer can be open, accepted or rejected. A completed deﬁ-
nition of rationale element set in DRed in shown in Figure 3.7. Recent research has
been aimed at determining if DRed improves the richness of the recorded information.
DRed documents were analysed to investigate the nature of the key element types and
were compared to Design Deﬁnition Reports, which are a form structure for engineering
company to structure design requirements (Aurisicchio et al., 2006). Results indicated
that DRed issues were predominantly phrased as questions. The questions were mainly
formed to address design problems. Using DRed, designers mainly captured questions
to address the generation and analysis of new solutions. The engineering processes cap-
tured and structured in DRed, compared to those presented in the Design Deﬁnition
Reports, are richer in the number of recorded design solutions and in the number of pro
and con arguments underpinning those solutions.Chapter 3 Engineering Design 26
Figure 3.7: The available DRed elements
3.4.7 Other approach
￿ Functional Representations (FR). Chandrasekaran and Iwasaki (1993)s h o w e d
a representational scheme, describing how the device works (or is intended to
work). In the functional representation scheme, design rationale is used as an ac-
count of how the designed artifact serves or satisﬁes expected functionality. One
can use FR to capture the causal components of design rationale. FR takes a top-
down approach to represent a device: the overall function is described ﬁrst, and
the behaviour of each component is described in the context of this function. FR
encodes the designers account of the causal processes in the device that culminate
in achieving its functions. Tasks that design rationale should be able to support
are: control of distributed design activity; reassessment of device functions; gen-
eration of diagnostic knowledge; simulation and design veriﬁcation; redesign; and
case-based design. FR provides a partial rationale for choices made about compo-
nents and their conﬁguration; its limitation is that FR only captures the causal
knowledge about device operation.
￿ Active Design Documents (ADD) (Garcia et al., 1993), is a design rationale
system for routine, parametric design. By having a domain and task speciﬁc
knowledge based approach, the designer can assign parameters. If the designer’sChapter 3 Engineering Design 27
recommendation matches the system’s, the system records rationale already built
into the knowledge base. If there is a conﬂict between the designer’s action and
the system’s, the designer is informed and allowed to either modify the criteria,
change their action, or override the system’s recommendation. ADD also allows
the designer to simulate parameter changes.
3.5 Approaches to capturing design rationale
Producing and capturing design rationale is a major diﬃculty in creating a design ratio-
nale system. The ideal design rationale system would be non-intrusive. This is desirable
because recording rationale is not only time consuming for the designer, it also can dis-
tract them from the design task they are performing. On the basis of when to produce
the rationale and designers’ interactivity to capture rationale, the author divides design
rationale capture methods into three categories:
￿ Reconstruction (Lee, 1997). This is usually after design performed, hence
outside the design process. The advantage of this approach is that it is non-
intrusive, the disadvantage is that it may not accurately or completely capture the
rationale
￿ User intervention (Bracewell et al., 2004). In this approach, the rationale is
produced during the design process. This is often done by having the designer use a
methodology that aids in capturing the rationale. Comparing the reconstruction,
this method can capture more accurate rationale, the drawback is that it may
require designers’ extra eﬀort to build the rationale and disturb normal activities.
￿ Automatic (Garcia et al., 1993; Molavi et al., 2003). This is the ideal
approach to produce design rationale, it assumes there is a method to capture the
communication among the designers and team members. This means the designer
need not do anything but pursue their normal design custom. It will not disturb
the design process because it does not perform intrusively.
Table 3.1 shows the comparison of these approaches. The author compares these ap-
proach by three aspects: produce time, interaction, accuracy, which specify design ratio-
nale is built after or during the generic design process, seldom or a large amount of eﬀort
required by designers and the accuracy means the eﬃciency of the captured knowledge,
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Method After/During Design Low/High Interaction Low/High Ac-
curacy
Reconstruction After Low Low
User intervention During High High
Automatic During Low Various, Depends
on the logic, ap-
proach of system
Table 3.1: A summary of the approaches to the methods used to capture design
rationale
3.6 Summary
This chapter has deﬁned what is understood by the design rationale and reviewed a
number of competing approaches, which have had signiﬁcant inﬂuences in design ratio-
nale research to present and capture design knowledge. To provide a general view of the
development of the research into design rationale capture, the design rationale systems
reviewed in this chapter are summarized in Table 3.2. Each system is described in two
dimensions: type and capture method. The following sections will concentrate on a
detailed discussion of the systems in the table.
As identiﬁed in the table, most systems are built on argument approach, IBIS both serves
the design process order and reason logic, so the author will investigate the research on
building a new argumentation structure which is based on IBIS methodology. The ideal
capture will be automatic and not many system implement automatic generate rationale,
therefore a signiﬁcant eﬀort is needed to produce the rationale both non-intrusively and
accurately.
IBIS serves as a source of inspiration for argumentative design rationale research. How-
ever, IBIS enforces a structure on how issues are discussed but not on how the problem
is explored, how alternatives are elicited and evaluated and, how consensus is reached.
In the next chapter, a decision making model based on ontology will be introduced and
as well a framework to capture and retrieve design rationale.Chapter 3 Engineering Design 29
Notation System Name Type Capture Method
IBIS IBIS (Kunz and Rittel, 1970) AB




Viewpoint (Fischer et al., 1989a) AB N/A
DRed (Bracewell et al., 2004) AB Reconstruction/User intervention
PHI JANUS (Fischer et al., 1989b) AB Not speciﬁed - assumes KB of rules
and example designs exists. ratio-
nale use, not capture
HOS (Shipman and McCall,
1997)
AB Reconstruction
PHIDAS (Shipman and McCall,
1997)
AB Reconstruction
DSA QOC (MacLean et al., 1991) AB
DRARS AB N/A
DRL SIBYL (Lee, 1990) AB Not speciﬁed - assumes KB of rules
and example designs exists. ratio-
nale use, not capture
ADD (Garcia et al., 1993) ADB User intervention
Toulmin (Toulmin, 1958) AB N/A
Table 3.2: Table of existed design rationale systems. Type: Argumentation-base (AB)
or Active Document-based (ADB)Chapter 4
A Framework for Capturing
Design rationale
Most work on design rationale has concentrated on capture and representation. Captur-
ing, or recording, design rationale is time consuming and expensive. The more intrusive
the capture process, the more designer resistance will be encountered. Because it is
time consuming and viewed as documentation, design rationale capture is viewed as ex-
pendable if deadlines are an issue (Conklin and Burgess-Yakemovic, 1991). That is the
reason why existed systems fail to serve the objectives, so better structured approach to
capture is needed.
The system proposed by the author, the Semantic Web based Design rationale System,
SW-DRS will primarily help model the design activity and hopefully will result in an
easy, eﬀective and better design, rather than in domain-knowledge about the artifact
designed in a CAD system. As the development in software engineering and artiﬁcial
intelligent community, more and more systems are designed as objects, components or
services oriented for easy integrating with other systems and reusing. The author de-
scribes a loosely coupled architecture later and deﬁnes the elements and their relationship
during design activities.
4.1 Scenario
The engineering design environment is highly distributed in nature and is characterised
by a large number of information sources, which together with the designers forms
a complex sociotechnical system (Crowder et al., 2003). In this paper the researchers
deﬁne a future engineering design environment as a scenario, with particular emphasis on
the social and technical systems that will support designers in their day-to-day activities.
SW-DRS can be considered to be an implementation of the research on design supporting
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environment based on this scenario. The use of SW-DRS can be illustrated as the
following scenario.
Zed is a designer within a mechanical engineering company, he is requested
to undertake a speciﬁc design task. Zed initially discuss the requirement with
the customer or needs assessment staﬀ, which aim to identify the objectives
achieved by a solution. Using an application termed the Designer Knowledge
Desktop, Zed create an online design folder1 and deﬁne a prime issue.
To progress the design, Zed obtains previous work and background informa-
tion. The Designer Knowledge Desktop assumes that most of the knowledge
in this domain is well structured and easily accessed. The domain knowl-
edge is described using predeﬁned ontology and stored in knowledge database
either centrally or distributed. There are also web services available to ac-
cess the knowledge database over the Internet and intranet. Knowledge tools
can downloading the relevant information or make it available for browsing
depend on an application speciﬁc ontology employed. Previous work and sim-
ilar design are constructed in a design space, for example the online design
folder. All the elements produced during the design process are modelling into
objects and stored associately. The design result in a ﬁnal solution, which
is presented in a graphic network of issues, proposal answers, argument and
quantitative selection criteria, with attached emails, faxes, models and trial
results etc (Crowder et al., 2003).
In the scenario it is assumed that the technical tools of the future design environment
have been embodied in an application termed KTfD (Knowledge Tools for Designers).
The proposed architecture is shown in Figure 4.1, showing that all the information
that can be accessed through the KTfD desktop. All the documents are stored locally,
ensuring that they are available even though the original resource might be irretrievably
lost. KTfD is able to access information from anywhere in the design oﬃce or company,
through the local wireless network. The designers use electronic logbook for a degree of
pervasive computing, as it permits active reconﬁguration as a function of location. It is
recognised that the KTfD is not only for knowledge management, but also has access to
the full range of oﬃce and data analysis tools.
To implement this system, application will be required in standards, means web services
and ontologies. It is recognised that populating the knowledge base and the associated
links is a key issue. All objects within the knowledge database are version controlled and
1All the documents in the online design folder are shared amongst the design team. Individuals in the
design team have diﬀerent security permission, for example, process manager can view the issue-solution
process through his own Designer Knowledge Desktop and other designers can check out any object
deﬁned in DKD, correct it or deﬁne a new object. As the object are all version controlled, only the
latest version work, and the process can reverse and forward to any stage of the process.Chapter 4 A Framework for Capturing Design rationale 32
Figure 4.1: Proposed KTfD architecture (Crowder et al., 2003).
Designer Knowledge Desktop will act as a knowledge management tool for the designers
to gather, access and analysis all the information required to performance their daily
tasks, and also access to the full range of commercial tools in the organization.
4.2 The Semantic Web Solution
Semantic Web is a new vision of web, which can be viewed as a knowledge management
environment introduces new requirements, including the ability to extract metadata and
learning ontologies. In engineering design, it is an eﬀective way to describe its informa-
tion, but there is little metadata to describe the design process and also the rationale
which produced during the design. In particular, designer search the requiring informa-
tion based on a method mainly by matching text strings, lacking precision. Moreover,
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thus decisions made during design process have severe inﬂuences on the success of the
product. To improve the design process performance, establish shared value particularly
in the context of project related knowledge can improve collaboration amongst design-
ers, and therefore allow them to make accurate decisions in order to reduce the potential
cost of time and eﬀort.
The Internet associated with its most popular application, the WWW, provides inter-
connected infrastructures that are commonly used to facilitate the accessibility of digital
resources. The vision of a Semantic Web was created by Tim Berners-Lee in order to
enable automated information access and use based on machine-processable semantics
of data. Tim Berners-Lee deﬁned the Semantic Web as “an extension of the current
web in which information is given well deﬁned meaning, better enabling computers and
people to work in co-operation” (Berners-Lee et al., 2001).
Ontologies are speciﬁc vocabularies of concepts and their relations amongst these con-
cepts. As deﬁned by Gr¨ uber (1993), an ontology is a formal explicit speciﬁcation of a
shared conceptualization. Ontologies permit computers to better categorise, retrieve,
query and deduce information than the current technology. The concept of ontology
applied in Artiﬁcial Intelligence is to facilitate knowledge sharing and reuse. Ontology is
claimed able to provide a shared and common understanding of a domain so that people
and various application systems can communicate across the widely spread heteroge-
neous sources. In this respect, ontologies are useful to organize and share information
while oﬀering intelligent means for content management as well as enhancing semantic
search in distributed and heterogeneous information sources. It should be appropriate to
apply such a strategy to the domain of engineering design to support better information
as well as knowledge sharing amongst the designers.
The W3C has made signiﬁcant progress toward standardizing the speciﬁcation necessary
for the Semantic Web. As show in Figure 4.2, W3C ﬁnalized RDF which builds on XML,
providing a data-modeling framework for knowledge with structure based on triples of
subject, predicate and object. Building on RDF, RDFS is a simple ontology-modeling
language that uses concepts such as classes, subclasses, properties and domains. The
Darpa Agent Makeup Language (DAML) in the US and the Ontology Inference Layer
(OIL) in Europe are extensions of RDFS, oﬀering a richer ontology language. W3C
also ﬁnalize the Web Ontology Language (OWL) based on these two languages. Other
researchers also have been working on tools for creating and editing ontologies. One
of the ﬁrst also still the best known is from Stanford University. Prot´ eg´ el e t su s e r s
construct a domain ontology and enter domain knowledge.
By considering the typical engineering design process, it is clear that engineering design
is also committed to virtual-organizational business process and relationships, which are
mainly project oriented. The beneﬁts of using semantic web technology in engineering
design rationale capture can be summarized as follow:Chapter 4 A Framework for Capturing Design rationale 34
Figure 4.2: The Semantic Web “layer cake” (Berners-Lee et al., 2001) shows ontologies
and semantic data being built on previous layer.
￿ Structuring
The knowledge organized by using semantic web technology has the following
traits: knowledge description, the scope and content of the description is widely
extended based on knowledge, thereby forming more accurate understanding of
information; common representation of rules and structure which are the prereq-
uisites for knowledge exchange in diﬀerent systems.
￿ Sharing
Reuse and sharing of knowledge is an integral aspect of the Semantic Web. Asso-
ciations are described as typed link. Therefore, link-types are knowledge relations,
a set of link types may be represented as an ontology. Also the ontology repre-
sents relationships of domain concepts, including domain models, enrich links and
product content. In Semantic Web environment each user in this community or
organisation can browse and search the knowledge base, which enable other users
or organizations to reuse and share the content.
￿ Traceability
Many ideas related to design rationale include traceability, since it is in the interest
of designers to be able to trace the chain of reasoning why particular choices have
been made. This type of traceability can be implemented as creating traceability
through the use of semantic links between paragraphs of documents, or between
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4.3 Why Semantics
A formally deﬁned design rationale representation may allow the integration of the
formal semantics of the artifacts being designed, and allows automated computations
over such representations. When such representations are available in a distributed
environment, it is possible to envisage the collaboration between designers with semi-
automated support, where design rationale representations can be searched for, recovered
and integrated during the process of designing a new artifact. Such availability can
therefore be the basis for collaborative design, among designers working with a given
artifact.
The integration of diﬀerent design rationals is possible only if the following conditions
are satisﬁed: the artifacts are built from the same type of formal model; the design
rationals are used to represent the same domain of application (e.g. a robotic design)
and the design rationale of the artifacts is represented using the same (or compatible)
representation scheme(s) (e.g. a common ontology vocabulary) (Medeiros et al., 2005).
A semi-automated computational environment is being built to support designers through
processing of formal design rationale representations. This environment uses the formal
model for the artifact being designed to suggest design options at each step in the design,
and records the corresponding choices made by the designer, using a special purpose de-
scription language that will be described later. Depending on the richness of the formal
model of the artifact being designed, the system may suggest new alternatives, and also
check the consistency of decisions made by the designer. Theoretically, when formal se-
mantics for the artifacts are available, fully automated systems could be constructed to
automatically synthesize artifacts, but this is neither the approach nor the focus taken
in this paper. The author explicitly require human intervention in deﬁning design steps
or operations in producing the ﬁnal design.
4.4 Requirement and services
A lot of work is done on an artifact after it is ﬁnially designed. It is a major requirement
to have a recorded process that supports eﬀective design. Successful engineering design
approach requires that design rationale be presented in an easily accessible way. In
design activities most of the information is taken from previous solutions, as a result the
rationale is essential to provide context for an engineer designer who need to understand
the design decisions and all the constraints associated with the previous design.
Record design history. This service as a design event log, records the raw data of
the design process on a timespan. This information will provide a rich resource when
appropriate rationale construct method introduced. Furthermore, diﬀerent perspectivesChapter 4 A Framework for Capturing Design rationale 36
Figure 4.3: The use case for design rationale system identifying two users, the product
designer and the maintainer of the rationale.
can beneﬁts various members in engineering community by extracting rationale from
this raw data.
Argumentation. Design teams exchange knowledge about artifacts they developed.
For instant, design team members produce possible solutions to meet the requirement,
reinforce the ideas, agree or disagree the solution and provide the reasons. The design
process should be represented in a network of reasoning logic, which will provide rich
semantic knowledge for argumentation.
Generic(domain independent) tools. By making general tools, one can avoid de-
veloping multiple tools doing slightly diﬀerent jobs. Costs are thus cut by loosely couple
architecture and reusing certain component. That make a complicated system decom-
pose into diverse components, which thus minimize maintenance and redundancy cost.Chapter 4 A Framework for Capturing Design rationale 37
Multiple designer support. Many of the current design rationale system are not set
up for multiple designers. The multiple support will allow information sharing, fully
argumentation and collaboration.
Communication. Design rationale capture often occur during designers’ communi-
cation, for example, email, oral records and regular meeting including the use of the
whiteboards. The service which should transform this information to electronic record
will be essential but not suﬃcient condition for its retrieval. For eﬀective retrieval, com-
munication must be well indexed. This indexing is often diﬃcult and in practice it is
seldom done adequately. It tries to record the thoughts or design event occur rather
structure them. It lacks discipline and logic of the design rationale thus merely provide
the participants of the team to track down the information.
Minimize burden for constructing rationale. Although the tremendous value
of explicit design rationale is well accepted, the engineers will resist if substantial time
required for constructing or the tools change the manner in which engineers work. Espe-
cially, a system will be proved useless if the cost of building semantic rationale overcome
the beneﬁts that the structured information can provided.
Learning. Unlike the most other requirements which should be meet during design
process, this will help after design. The knowledge that design decisions will be made
known to people outside the project group has the potential to inﬂuence those decisions,
help designers and developers form other community Documentation better understand
the design. System will provide designers’ reasoning in a form that will be clear to
people outside the project group.
Constraint management. Design process can be viewed as a process of managing
the dependencies between requirement and solution (components that implement the
requirement). The ideal design rationale system should explicitly express these depen-
dencies as design constraint, which reﬂect the relationship among design parts, decisions,
argumentation, options and avoid inconsistence.
The detail use case is shown in Figure 4.3, the objectives of this research is to help
designer make a more eﬀective and better design, which are not like a commercial de-
sign rationale system that also supports rationale maintainer and rationale manager.
To demonstrate the design rationale model and the system framework, it is a key issue
to reduce the eﬀort in building the system, avoid the technical problem when building
complex distributed system. Implementation of a design rationale system as a commer-
cial one for diverse user roles is unrealistic and time consumed. As a result, the goals
of SW-DRS is to support designers in creating and representing design rationale and to
capture, annotate, and cross-reference the generated rationale and information.Chapter 4 A Framework for Capturing Design rationale 38
4.5 IBIS vs Toulmin
IBIS is recognised as one of the most known approaches, which grew out of Rittel’s
1970s work (Kunz and Rittel, 1970) on an Issue-Based Information System (IBIS) to
attempt the additional capture of the rationale behind the design. This includes the
decisions required; all the alternatives evaluated; the reasoning behind the choice of one
alternative over another; and the dependencies between earlier and subsequent decisions.
The second root concerns the representational form for decision logic. The Uses of
Argument by Toulmin (1958) was originally introduced as a challenge to the dominance
in philosophy of formal, Aristotelian logic (Shum, 1996). Toulmin’s aim was to develop
a view of logic which was grounded in the study of reasoning practice. The view of the
logical structure of arguments led to a graphical format for laying out the structure of
arguments, which continues to be pursued in much subsequent argumentation work.
The author begins by using these two methodology to capture a simple design case,
and then compare the rationale captured and represented as graphical forms, ﬁnally
summaries how and the diﬀerences between IBIS and Toulmin argumentation rationale
representation. To explain the key diﬀerences, the author structures the redesign for
export of the Eastman Kodak’s Fun Saver Panoramic 35-mm single use camera (Figure
4.4). In 1993 Kodak researchers began to work with people in Europe, Japan, and
United States in order to identify those feature that should be incorporated into the
next-generation design of this camera (Voland, 1999). A simple design for a new camera
with a chargeable ﬂash is captured by both IBIS and Toulmin methodology.
“One example of a product that was redesigned for export is Eastman Kodak’s
Fun Saver Panoramic 35-mm single-use camera. (The consumer returns the
camera, together with the ﬁlm inside, for developing; a new camera then must
be purchased for further picture taking.) In 1993 Kodak researchers began to
work with people in Europe, Japan, and the United States in order to identify
those features that should be incorporated into the next-generation design of
this camera.
It was found that Japanese consumers wanted a design that would be thinner,
lighter, and require less time to recharge its ﬂash. German consumers sought
greater recyclebility of the parts, whereas other respondents desired rounded
corners the would make the camera more comfortable to carry and use.
Because of this focus upon the world market, the camera was redesigned to
ﬁt around the ﬁlm pack, thereby minimizing its size. Rounded corners, a
plastic ellipse the prevents a users from inadvertently blocking the picture,
and automatic recharger so that the ﬂash will always be available to light a
scene, and components that either can be reused or recycled also were intro-
duced. Furthermore, the needs of photoﬁnishers were reﬂected in the use ofChapter 4 A Framework for Capturing Design rationale 39
Figure 4.4: Eastman Kodak’s One-time-use KODAK FUN SAVER Panoramic 35
Camera.
a standard (35-mm, 400-ASA) ﬁlm and a cover that could be opened easily.
(Voland, 1999)”
The author developed the rationale for this camera design by IBIS method, as shown
in Figure: 4.5, the design case begins with the premier issue “camera design”, while the
premier issue is often too complicated to be answered by one single solution, so that it
is divided into a series of sub-issues: shape design, ﬂash design, material design.
In engineering design, it often begins with the design questions that must be answered,
or open issues that must be addressed. In other word, there are unsolved questions
with an amount of solutions to be argued or considered. While Toulmin structure is
inappropriate in indicating the situation that a number of solutions address one single
design question and a number of arguments relate to one single solution. In other
hand, IBIS prevents the disadvantage and shows better performance. The construction
process by IBIS methodology is consistent with the engineering design process. Toulmin
structure begins with a claim, can also be called a statement that already answered
the design question, which is the conclusion of the design process. In this camera case
study the design space need to be captured by more individual diagrams. However, both
the IBIS and Toulmin successfully captured the essential elements of the design space,
the author will demonstrate the diﬀerences in the sub-design case “Flash design” in the
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Figure 4.6: T h eﬂ a s hd e s i g nr e p r e s e n t a t ion by the IBIS structure
Figure 4.7: The ﬂash design representation by the Toulmin structure
As metioned above, both the IBIS and Toulmin capture the essential element of the
design space. There are diﬀerences between IBIS and Toulmin structure elements. The
table 4.1 below show a clear understanding.
During capturing design rationale by using Toulmin structure, on occasion data and
backing were diﬃcult to distinguish. Some elements of the rationale can either be cap-
tured as data or warrant. Toulmin’s approach can be considered too general, its template
can easily confuse users, leading them to argue about the template roles and not the
relevant design issues, and it causes design rationale objects types to context dependent
(Reich, 2000). As perhaps would be expected, the Toulmin model did not provide forChapter 4 A Framework for Capturing Design rationale 42
Toulmin element IBIS element
Claim Agreed position
Data Support argument
Warrant Evidence for supporting argument
Backing No equivalent
Reservation Object to argument
Qualiﬁer Weight for support argument
Table 4.1: Equivalent between Toulmin and IBIS elements
delineation of components of the problem-solving process. Moreover Toulmin’s approach
is inappropriate for expressing many arguments related to design (Lee and Lai, 1991).
One other side, the ability of IBIS or gIBIS to represent design rationale is limited (Lee
and Lai, 1991), using IBIS, additional elements should be introduced, for example, evi-
dence to support the argument, and evaluation, alternatives etc. for most of the design
cases.
4.6 A decision-making model
Capturing or recording design rationale is a particularly diﬃcult problem. Recording all
decisions made, as well as those rejected, argument behind them, trade-oﬀ and alterna-
tives can be time consuming and expensive. That can be only built eﬀectively when a
clear understanding of human reasoning has being developed.
Models for recording the decision-making have been published since 1970s (Kunz and
Rittel, 1970). The author has reviewed these models in Chapter 3, and selected IBIS
as the basis for this research. Notably lacking in IBIS is the notion of goal or objective
against which the alternatives are being evaluated (Lee, 1990). While representing
issues, positions, and arguments, gIBIS (graphical IBIS) fails to support representation
of goals (requirements) and outcomes (Sigman and Liu, 2003). In gIBIS, objectives
are only implicitly represented. The main contribution of DRL comparing IBIS is the
requirement of design is explicitly addressed. Lee also identiﬁed many good reasons for
explicit representation of goals. It makes people articulate and become aware of the
objectives against which alternatives are being evaluated. The explicit representation
also allows people to argue about these objectives and change them if desirable.
Even the agreed positions possibly relate to arguments which are objected to. No-
maguchi et al. (2004) introduces a new element which is called emphasis extending
IBIS. Emphasis is a node that represents importance of the argument. Before the de-
signer makes the decison that response to the issue, the solution need to be evaluated,
compare with other alternatives and also constrained by criteria. Ahmed and Wallace
(2001) investigates design strategies need to be employed when possible solution infer
to decision during evaluation. While design strategy is too implicit, the author intro-Chapter 4 A Framework for Capturing Design rationale 43
duces the concept of criteria to replace design strategy, relating solution, evaluation and
decision.
Figure 4.8 introduces a description model that best represents the decision making pro-
cess.
Figure 4.8: The decision making model, developed from the IBIS approach
The solution node, which is issue-based, comprise the generic elements of reasoning logic.
An issue is an identiﬁed problem to be solved by deliberation. The key element of a
design task is to solve the prime issue, which is ﬁrst identiﬁed. The issue is normally
decomposed into sub-issue if the issue is too generic or complicate to be solved by a
simple solution. Position is the proposed solution to solve the problem. Each issue can
have any number of positions. Each issue, position, and argument node should have the
following attributes:
￿ Text description: a description that explains the contents of the issue, position or
argument
￿ artifact information: information in a product model that is related to this node
The evidence for either supporting or opposing the position is represented as argument.
Alternatives indicate other options for the problem, typically taken from previous de-
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experimental data, analytical results and rank the alternatives for future design change.
As usual, after fully evaluation, the selected decision should be recorded explicitly and
there is a designer who responds to the decision.
An ontology based system on this model will be closer to knowledge base end than gIBIS.
gIBIS is mainly a hypertext system whose services focus on the presentation of structure
with the purpose of making it easy for people to see the structure of what is represented.
Although gIBIS has the semantic types, these types are mainly for: enabling people to see
clearly the structure of the represented knowledge, navigate through semantic links, and
enter additional pieces of knowledge at appropriate places (Lee, 1990). Comparing gIBIS,
the author views SW-DRS mainly as a knowledge-based system which uses ontology
based representation so as not to force people to formalize the knowledge arised during
design process. SW-DRS is more expressive and usable by providing computational
services, whereas the other IBIS system is motivated mainly by ease of use.
4.7 System layer and architecture
To support design and other creative work processes, highly ﬂexible structures are
needed, which allow the integration of complex of information and speciﬁc domain.
This ﬂexibility has been achieved by using a service-oriented architecture. This is a
new idea for building software system, in this architecture, an application’s business
logic or individual functions are modularized as services for client applications. These
services are loosely coupled, which means the service interface is independent of the im-
plementation. Therefore, there is no need for developing all the components to get the
system work and new functions can be integrated easily. When the similar situations
and features present, the system will easily reuse the functionality of existing systems
rather than building them again. The designers’s work has been enhanced by building
the system on top of loosely connected ontology modules which is identiﬁed by Semantic
Web Portal. Figure 4.9 shows a simpliﬁed view of the system architecture.
One of the key component is representation schema, which is argument based as dis-
cussed in previous section. The design knowledge is generated during design, mainly
recorded by design document and drawings. These information are unstructured and
provide non-semantic. That raw data can be proceed into the Design Knowledge Pro-
cessing Engine and generate the structured rationale. The design logic is explicitly
represented as objects and their relations as indicated in the following section. Design
rationale is stored in MySQL implementing knowledge database, which make the in-
formation semantic, so that the retrieval and reuse of this knowledge can be possible.
Another important element in the system is design ontology. People often produce dif-
ferent terms and concepts to describe the same facts. Thus it sometimes makes puzzle
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knowledge base. The concrete ontology deﬁnition provides a solution. This system also
extends its usability by integrate with other product modelling software such as CAD
system.
4.8 Proposal for the SW-DRS system
In a Service-Oriented Architecture (SOA) environment, functional components expose
services to support accessible to other applications via loosely coupled standard-based
interfaces. These components, described Web Service, enable a uniform interface to
heterogeneous systems to search, bind and invoke among them. Applications based on
diﬀerent programming languages, object models and platforms have a more eﬃcient
way to interact with each other applications. Besides, applications are independent
with each other and there is no centralized control on them. As the concept of service
oriented architecture, the main functions are divided into internal Web Services. These
sub-services are Web Services with no public interface, yet have all the advantages of
Web Services.
4.8.1 Web portal
The web portal integrate all the available web services and present an uniﬁed view
to the potential web services consumers. It contains a simpliﬁed description of the
function, location or providers of the service, moreover invoke and render methods are
also speciﬁed in the portal. For example, Web Service Description Language (WSDL),
Universal Description, Deﬁnition, and Integration (UDDI), and Simple Object Access
Protocol (SOAP) are the fundamental pieces of the SOA infrastructure. WSDL is used
to describe the service; UDDI, to register and look up the services; and SOAP, as a
transport layer to send messages between service consumer and service provider. While
SOAP is the default mechanism for Web services, alternative technologies accomplish
other types of bindings for a service. A consumer can search for a service in the UDDI
registry, get the WSDL for the service that has the description, and invoke the service
using SOAP.
4.8.2 Representation schema
The main concepts during the design process discussed above, are issues, positions and
arguments, which are presented as classes in ontology and instances in the graphical
windows in Figure 4.10. All product information including individual components are
organized as folders in lefthand column. In the righthand column, the system explicitly
displays either product information or design rationale as a tree structure. That deﬁni-
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4.10, this system is project based, all the requirement, variables, drawing and process
knowledge are manipulated in a design folder and virtually hierarchize according to their
logic, such as decision tree or decision map. The design rationale for a speciﬁc engineer-
ing product can be enhanced by referential held in other system across an organization.
These other system can include data warehouse, product data management and CAD
systems. In the case of the CAD system attributes related to the product can be stored
as metadata attached to a design or drawing ﬁle. This is currently not shown in the
proposed representation, but could be addressed by the addition of more branches in
the project manager panel (to the left column of Figure 4.10).
4.8.3 First step from informal documents to formal documents
In engineering design, large amounts of data are accessible, however they vary in formats
and are stored at various organizations leading to diﬃculties of data discovery, data
interoperability and usability. An mechanism needed to incorporate information about
data identiﬁcation, data presentation form, data content and data distribution regarding
the dataset. The successful element of a design rationale system is to minimize the eﬀort
designers required to build the rationale, not forcing them to formalize the unstructured
data, argue with the rationale template. An easier mechanism for transforming informal
data to formal data is required.
For decades, people use metadata to exchange and share information, however, diﬀerent
organizations normally structure their information based on diverse types of metadata.
To overcome this limitation, researchers have formalize the XML syntax and standard.
XML allows to invent tags, and for the tags to contain both text data and other tags.
Also, XML has a built-in distinction between element types. Figure 4.11 shows the ini-
tial stage of the conversion from unstructured data to metadata. In the CORE (2006)
project, the objective was to provide the learning materials display online (HTML for-
mat) so it facilitates surgeons. Since the system is XML based and most existing doc-
ument are either paper or electronic based, a service to transform Word document to
XML document was a major issue in the project. Within the CORE project the author
selected a open code program called WVConverter and encapsulated it into a windows
service to do this work. See Figure 4.11 for transforming template based word document
to XML format.
Although XML is unequaled as an exchange format on the Web, the unconventional
data structures that mix trees, graphs, and character strings represented by XML docu-
ments are hard to handle in even moderate amounts, let alone by the billion. Moreover,
the order in which elements appear in an XML document is signiﬁcant and often very
meaningful. This seems highly unnatural in the metadata world. The semantic web was
introduced to take the advantage of the previous metadata. If assuming all the design
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Figure 4.11: Word to XML converter (CORE, 2006)
or semi-automatic approach to capture rationale will be available by using XML(s),
RDF(s) and ontology.
4.8.4 Basic ontology
Ontology enable the seamless exchange of information between diﬀerent parties. Since
the participants in engineering design have slightly diﬀerent views on the design ratio-
nale, signiﬁcant eﬀort is required to produce the resulting ontologies, which is discussed
in next following chapter. The author details two types of ontologies as the system
prerequisite below.Chapter 4 A Framework for Capturing Design rationale 50
￿ Argument ontology For the reasons of interoperability, the Ontology Web Lan-
guage (OWL) standard from the Semantic Web approach would be the ﬁrst choice
for building ontologies. This ontology is formalized in OWL based on IBIS argu-
mentation model. In this ontology, issues, positions and arguments are represented
as classes, subclasses and their relations as well. The details of argument ontology
are introduced in following chapter.
￿ Domain ontology The author intends to investigate our methodology on an in-
dustrial case for evaluation, which is a robot chassis design. It is necessary to
develop an robot ontology to describe all the attributes, variables of subcompo-
nents and their dependency. As more semantical structure provided, the product
knowledge can be easily access during design process.
4.8.5 Knowledge Base
This component store the ontology in RDF triples, where a triple consists of a subject,
a predicate, and an object. The subject identiﬁes what object the triple is describing.
The predicate deﬁnes the piece of data in the object which will be given a value to.
The object is the actual value. Unlike conventional tools that store their data in ﬁxed
schemes, knowledge base use ontologies with explicitly deﬁned semantics to structure
the data domain. Triple stores are the database of the Semantic Web world, designed
to hold massive numbers of RDF triples in such a manner that the information they
encode can be simply retrieved. While this is suﬃcient for most applications, common
relational database solutions can eﬀectively scale to hundreds of gigabytes of data.
4.8.6 System interface
Figure 4.12 illustrate the interfaces for SW-DRS. The functionality of the system is made
available to computational service through the interfaces of the individual components,as
discussed below.
Web browser interface will enable users to use the application over Internet through
any kinds of Internet browser.
Graphic representation viewer/editor Modeling the elements into graphic nodes
and links, which provides an intuitionistic understanding.
Interface for processing electronic data (email, document et al.) It is important
to transform the electronic data into a more structured format, which facilitates
valuable semantics.Chapter 4 A Framework for Capturing Design rationale 51
Domain concept interface The designer will formalize their thinking, reasoning into
design logic tree and the formalized information will be proceeded into ontology
though domain concept interface.
Ontology data interface enable upper applications to semantic process stored on-
tology information and provide computational service.
Link interface This interface is implemented by Sesame 2.0 API, the functionality
is to store RDF triples into data base.
Web service interface will use the available engineering service online, which makes
SW-DRS more ﬂexible and powerful.
Product architecture model interface This system provides a interface for designers
to browse the product data associate with the argumentation.
Integration with third party software The system can enhance its performance by
integrating with CAD, oﬃce or web applications.
Figure 4.12: Interfaces for the proposed SW-DRSChapter 4 A Framework for Capturing Design rationale 52
4.9 Summary
As discussed in this and previous chapters, a speciﬁc design rationale consists of a large
number of documents and related material. It is further complied with the rationale that
contains both technical and socio-technical elements. Ontologies provides the mechanism
for sharing and integration of this kind of knowledge. It is now widely agreed that
ontologies are a core enabler for Semantic Web vision. In this chapter, the author
proposes an integrated formal argumentation model to be used in SW-DRS framework,
allowing the capture of the engineering design process. The decision making model
supports the process in several ways. In discussions, it focus the designers and help to
structure their arguments. In the sharing and reuse phase, the rationale captured can
be consulted to better understanding the current or previous design task process. It is
expected to be implemented as a service oriented architecture, thus introduce several
beneﬁts, which are ﬂexible data structures and work processes for the support of creative
and design processes, improved retrieval mechanisms based on use of Semantic Web
technologies, and integrated representation of resource, data analysis and knowledge
retrieval. Several other the required supporting research topics, such as knowledge
database requires further eﬀort, however the author intent to integrate this system with
other research ﬁndings.Chapter 5
Semantic Web and the SW-DRS
System
During the engineering design process, signiﬁcant amount of decision-making used to be
archived manually, because of the number of people, companies and systems involved.
Ontology based technologies provide the ability for modelling speciﬁc domain knowl-
edge. Thus computer based systems can gain further understanding accordingly, to
some extent gathering and understanding knowledge and making decisions. These ef-
forts requiring fair amount of comprehension and complex decision-making, can possibly
reach a higher automation level, once the right model knowledge is well prepared and
highly accessible.
5.1 Designing ontologies
As discussed in Chapter 4, recording the decision making process can be time con-
suming and expensive. That information can only be built eﬀectively when a clear
understanding of human reasoning being developed, ontologies provide the opportu-
nity. The construction of the ontology itself involves two process: formalization of the
deﬁnitions and “consensualization” on these deﬁnitions The formalization of deﬁnition
usually means transforming a deﬁnition from a natural language into a formal one using
the speciﬁcation deﬁned by World Wide Web Consortium (W3C, 2007). This is not an
easy task, normally it goes through a few phases, ﬁrst summarize a textual deﬁnition
from the information collected in documents or shared understanding in the community,
then write a ﬁrst formal deﬁnition, using only basis constructs of the language, then add
more subtle elements.
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5.2 Ontologies for engineering design
Over the past few years, many ontology and knowledge based development tools have
been developed. The ontology building and editing tool in our research should meet
some common requirements. The ontology must be tightly integrated with information
sources speciﬁed as engineering design knowledge. In fact, when build ontology, it con-
stantly refer to data sources or documents to validate the conceptualization. Hence,
the engineering environment should provide quick and easy access to reference material.
One of the ﬁrst and also still the best known is from Stanford University. Prot´ eg´ el e t s
users construct a domain ontology and enter domain knowledge. The ontology should
also provide interface to the conceptualized knowledge of the domain. A single interface
can not be the best in all situations. It must be possible to customize the tool’s inter-
face according the speciﬁcities of the domain and to the reference data and documents.
This work should not go too further into the domain, which is very time consuming but
simple enough for usage. Prot´ eg´ ei si nf a c te x t e n s i b l ei nt h i sc a s e .
5.2.1 An Argumentation Ontology
The ontology should reﬂect a consensual view of the domain. However, ontology build-
ing is usually a collaborative task that involves domain experts and ontologists’s eﬀort.
In addition, in an organization, there are many diﬀerent kind of individuals, each has
his personal view of the domain according to his background and function. This argu-
mentation ontology should try to conciliate those diﬀerent viewpoints in order to make
it usable and eﬀective. To support collaborate and argumentation work on ontologies,
the author have deﬁned our model in Chapter 4 added IBIS-like components. The argu-
mentation ontology is visualized in Figure 5.1. The various concepts and their relation
are represented by diﬀerent symbols: denotes classes, → denotes has, response or
operate relation and  denotes subclass inherit from parent class.
The main concepts in our ontology are issues, positions and arguments,w h i c ha r e
represented as classes. They are ontology implementations proposed by IBIS method-
ology. Issues introduce new topics in the discussion from a conceptual point of view.
They are usually goals, requirements or questions from a project which need to be issued
or answered. These are actually formalized and implemented in ontology rather than
conceptual models. Positions are related to issues in the sense that they respond to
them. They are possible solutions to the questions or goals. An issue instance can relate
to one or several position instances. In addition, addressed positions are also restricted
by rules, which include the subclasses, requirement and constraint. Positions are only
taken into account when they meet the rules. Arguments are ON either on particular
position or one particular issue.
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new issues to be introduced in ontology, during which they discuss how issues should be
formalized through conceptual ideas. Then detail design experts with domain knowl-
edge will provide positions ON issues. Arguments will be exchanged over designers.
Arguments for (pro) an issue are called support. Arguments against (con) an issue are
called opposability. In what regards arguments in favour, the author identiﬁed evi-
dence related to either support or opposability. In case of support, an support instance
possible provide a evaluation. While in case of opposability, an alternative should be
indicated if there is one.
Positions are stated in discussion. They clarify the ON an issue or an argument under
discussion. Once enough arguments have be provided and the system will automatic infer
to a decision from a position. In other word, positions lead to decisions. Decisions are
response to issues. A decision instance has a status that can be vary from postponed
(not enough arguments), discarded and agreed. Either agreed or discarder is decided
by the weight methodology on the basis of arguments either agrees or disagrees.
All issues, positions and arguments are related to on particular or some designer by
givenBy function. Designer are normally human engineer and they have the potential
to be extended to Agents. In that case, fully or partial automatic design will take place.
The ontology is implemented in Prot´ eg´ e 3.2.1, a screen shoot is shown in Figure 5.2.
5.3 Ontology and services semantic modelling
Nowadays, if potential applications intend to beneﬁt from web services, they can only
perform lookup among millions of them via a UDDI server. To achieve a higher-level
automation, the author introduced an ontology-based description framework to describe
web services in Chapter 4. This service oriented architecture aims at partial automation
by utilizing the semantic web portal and semantic registry of web services instead of web-
distributed application. In this framework, developers can attach concept and properties
of the shared ontology onto web services methods and parameters for registering their
semantics by which can easily interoperate them with other ontological information.
5.3.1 Ontological web services
With the standard speciﬁed by W3C, the basic way to describe any web service, each
operation has input and output message parts, which can be simply as a parameter, or
complex as an ontology instance. Service is presented as the following relationship:
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The operation and together with concept and properties manipulated by the web ser-
vices methods will be described by ontology (Operation Ontology). They can related to
input and output parts with semantic association to achieve a high-level automation.
5.3.2 Semantic WSDL interface
To beneﬁt the semantical ontology, it is necessary to develop an OWL-based web ser-
vice ontology, as well as supporting tools and agent technology to enable automation
of services on the Semantic Web. OWL-S, OWL-based Web Services Ontology, is this
kind of tools, which supplies web service providers with a core set of markup language
constructs for describing the properties and capabilities of their web services in un-
ambiguous, computer-interpretable form. The objective of OWL-S is to facilitate the
automation of web service tasks including automated web service discovery, execution,
interoperation, composition and execution monitoring.
5.4 Knowledge Base
A knowledge base is a special kind of database for knowledge management. It provides
the means for the computerized collection, organization, and retrieval of knowledge.
Knowledge bases can be categorized into two major types (Ullman, 1988):
￿ Machine-readable knowledge bases store knowledge in a computer-readable form,
usually for the purpose of having automated deductive reasoning applied to them.
They contain a set of data, often in the form of rules that describe the knowledge
in a logically consistent manner. Logical operators such as And (conjunction), Or
(disjunction), material implication and negation may be used to build it up from
the atomic knowledge. Consequently classical deduction can be used to reason
about the knowledge in the knowledge base.
￿ Human-readable knowledge bases are designed to allow people to retrieve and use
the knowledge they contain, primarily for training purposes. They are commonly
used to capture explicit knowledge of an organization, including troubleshooting,
articles, white papers, user manuals and others. The primary beneﬁt of such a
knowledge base is to provide a means to discover solutions to problems that have
known solutions which can be re-applied by others, less experienced in the problem
area.
A knowledge base may use an ontology to specify its structure (entity types and rela-
tionships) and its classiﬁcation scheme. An ontology, together with a set of instances of
its classes constitutes a knowledge base.Chapter 5 Semantic Web and the SW-DRS System 59
Figure 5.3: Store and query process using Knowledge Base
A triple store is designed to store and retrieve identities that are constructed from
triplex collections of strings (sequences of characters). These triplex collections represent
a subject-predicate-object relationship that more or less corresponds to the deﬁnition
put forth by the RDF standard. The problem space of storing this sort of data has
been explored by the graph database, object database, PROLOG language and, more
recently, semantic web communities. A scalability report on existing RDF data stores
has been published (Lee, 2004). In the report, Sesame is rated high in terms of its
performance, ease of use, and deployment. Based on this report, the author has made
the decision to use Sesame to implement the data triple stores. Sesame described as
“A Generic Architecture for Storing and Querying RDF and RDF” was designed to use
some typical storage systems as the underlying persistent store. The storage systems
are various relational database management systems (RDBMS). Moreover Sesame have
already implemented the interfaces for PostgreSQL, MySQL, and Oracle. The author
use Sesame 2.0 and MySQL 5.0.3 for developing the triple store for the prototype.
Figure 5.3 shows the most important process implemented in SW-DRS, which are store
and query functions. These are also the essential functions in any type of triple store.
5.4.1 Storage
The storage of RDF triples is by the concentration of the DBMS-speciﬁc code into a
Storage And Inference Layer (SAIL) which interfaces between the RDF-speciﬁc methods
and the database API. SAIL is a high-level and lightweight Java API that includes
support for RDF schema semantics and data-streaming operation. SAIL can work on
top of any RDBMS, ODBMS, existing RDF stores, RDF ﬁles or network services. TheChapter 5 Semantic Web and the SW-DRS System 60
ﬁrst step in any action that invokes Sesame repositories is to create a Repository for it.
Repository objects operate on Sail object for storage and retrieval of RDF data.
￿ Creating a RDF Repository. As shown in Figure 5.4, the constructor of the
SailRepository class accepts any object of type Sail, so simply pass it a new main-
memory store object. Following this, the repository needs to be initialized to
prepare the Sail that it operates on, which includes operations such as restoring
previously stored data, setting up connections to a relational database, etc.
Figure 5.4: Creating the RDF Repository by Eclipse 3.2.
￿ Adding RDF to the repository. The Repository API oﬀers various methods for
adding data to a repository. Data can be added by specifying the location of a ﬁle
that contains RDF data. Figure 5.5 illustrates adding RDF data form a RDF ﬁle
to the repository. Application performs operations on a repository by requesting a
RepositoryConnection from the repository. On this RepositoryConnection object
application can the various operations, such as query, getting, adding, or removing
statements, etc.
5.4.2 Query
The Repository API has a number of methods for creating and evaluating queries. Two
types of queries are distinguished: tuple queries and graph queries. The query types
diﬀer in the type of results that they produce.
The result of a tuple query is a set of tuples (or variable bindings), where each tuple
represents a solution of a query. This type of query is commonly used to get speciﬁc
values (URIs, blank nodes, literals) from the stored RDF data.
The result of Graph queries is an RDF graph (or set of statements). This type of query
is very useful for extracting sub-graphs from the stored RDF data, which can then be
queried further, serialized to an RDF document, etc.Chapter 5 Semantic Web and the SW-DRS System 61
Figure 5.5: Adding RDF to the repository by Eclipse 3.2.
5.5 Summary
The integration of the basic ontology into a semantic web environment will enhance
the performance of the system infrastructure. Web Services are standards that enable
remote invocation among heterogeneous systems and hence a perfect solution to leverage
diverse legacy resources as well. Ontology releases the possibility of machine readability
and of precise understanding among computing entities. The author sees both the
utility and possibility of an enhanced automation level through the perfect combination
of Web Services and ontology by which systems can know the semantic of the resource
and integrate necessary services. Through modelling the semantic relations among Web
Services interfaces, the system connects the missing semantic link to automate task
execution accomplished, in a way.
In this chapter, the author have presented an argumentation ontology to be used in de-
sign discussion, in particular in engineering design process. This ontology supports the
process in several ways. In discussions, it focuses the designers and helps to structure
their arguments. In usage and analysis, the ontology will help better understanding the
current version of the design issues. Since the ontology covers all aspects of the dis-
cussion activities, namely issue raising, formalization of the issues and decision making,
the designers are always informed about the current status of the discussion and the
model they are building. The main contribution of this research is a formal argumen-
tation model, which is an adaptation of the IBIS argumentation model speciﬁcally for
engineering design process. Although at present it is diﬃcult to express the usefulness
of the designed ontology, in next chapter the author will investigate on a engineering
case study using the designed ontology in the infrastructure to evaluate the success ofChapter 5 Semantic Web and the SW-DRS System 62
the ontology as well as the discussion about system framework with related work.Chapter 6
Evaluation
The evaluation of Semantic Web Design rationale System (SW-DRS), discussed in this
chapter, was conducted experimentally rather then analytically. This chapter will pro-
vide the foundation for further system evaluation. The reason for this is that, in order to
evaluate a system analytically, require providing that the system is complete, at present,
the SW-DRS is partly implemented. And a formal speciﬁcation of the design rationale
problem that the system is attempting to solve is required, although the goal is to help
designer a better and eﬀective design, it is rather implicit.
An small case study and expert reviews are discussed in this chapter permitting an
initial evaluation the SW-DRS.
6.1 Evaluation approach
After the system infrastructure is established, the next stage of work includes the eval-
uation of the constructed system infrastructure. Generally, there are three methods of
estimating the performance of a system, a comparison evaluation, a simulation evalua-
tion and a user evaluation (Wills, 2000). In this work, the author compared SW-DRS
with another design rationale capture system, DRed.
Design is an iterative process of prototyping, testing, analysing, reﬁning and evaluating
a work. Most critical decision-making in a design process happens during or after the
evaluation phase of each iteration, before moving on to the next iteration. In this
respect, it is crucial to consider the evaluative aspect of a design process when one tries
to capture design rationale. Using simulation method to evaluate the performance of
the system is based on the model of the real system built with software programming
tools or system simulation tools. It often provides a rough performance estimation for
the system infrastructure to be constructed. For modeling the evaluative aspect of a
design process, it is necessary to draw upon the concept of system design evaluation in
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systems engineering as goal, question, usability, expert review and produce evaluation
matrix.
The author will adopt the results based on argumentation model to develop the program
logic and methodology for the evaluation. The implication of this approach is to focus
on achieving and measuring results for the priorities. It will establish a logic for selecting
results and indicators from data sources (design reports) for the evaluation analysis.
In a user evaluation, the system or service is tested by real users carrying out real
tasks in realistic conditions. A user test will identify aspects of a design that cause
users diﬃculty, confusion, or misunderstandings. These may lead to errors, delays, or in
extreme cases inability to complete the tasks for which the product or service is designed.
A typical user evaluation will answer the following questions: Do they understand it?
Can they understand how to operate it? Can they use it successfully to complete the
tasks it is designed for? User evaluation will beneﬁts in several ways. It veriﬁes that
real users can use it successfully, or identifying what prevents them from doing so. It
also helps designers understand users and see things from their perspective, so that they
are more likely to design something that works for users ﬁrst time.
However user evaluation is very time consuming for searching relevant users, structure
the testing report. A diﬃculty for user evaluation is to make the evidence objective and
realistic, not based on personal opinion or speculation. The author will identify detail
elements for evaluation in our future work.
The SW-DRS evaluation includes two core components:
￿ results evaluation, which will examine whether the program is meeting the needs
and improving the outcomes for engineering designers.
￿ process evaluation, which will review the eﬃciency and eﬀectiveness of the im-
plementation of the ontology based SW-DRS.
In combination, the two diﬀerent approaches will address the designers’ requirement
during engineering design process.
6.2 What to evaluate
The ﬁrst step of evaluation is to identify what element should be evaluated or what
set of questions be answered and how answered. Shum and Hammond (1994)m a d e
two evaluation claims : “Argumentation-based design rationale is useful” (utility) and
“Argumentation-based design rationale is usable” (usability). In this chapter, the author
will evaluate the aspects listed below:Chapter 6 Evaluation 65
￿ Design rationale usability, which means, Does it succeed in capturing the ra-
tionales looked for by designers? In order to evaluate the usability of SW-DRS,
it is necessary to compare the designers’ requirements with the content of these
rationale captured. Indeed, it will be possible to claim that design rationale is
usable only if designers’ requirements can be met by such a system.
To address this issue, the author account for the design questions expressed by the
designers that are answered by the system. The author considers that a designer’s
question is answered by the design rationale either if the an answer in outputs,
or if the system provides designers with a relevant answer which existed in the
rationale.
￿ Eﬀective design. Evaluation can also been implemented by comparison, which
the author compare SW-DRS with paper based design report and other design
rationale system. First it is necessary to deﬁne a number of evaluation element,
which contains the goal, usability, time consuming and etc. Next phase the au-
thor runs the realistic tasks on the system identiﬁed for comparison, produce a
comparison table and give the conclusion.
6.3 Metrics for engineering design
The acceptability of systems depends on various aspects, one of the most important of
which is usefulness. The usefulness of a system includes both its utility and usability
(Grudin, 1992; Nielsen, 1993) deﬁnes the usability of a software system based on ﬁve
sub-characteristics where the system: (a) should be easy to learn so that the user can
rapidly start work using the system; (b) should be eﬃcient to use, so that once the user
has learned the system, a high level of productivity is possible; (c) should be easy to
remember, so that the casual user is able to return to the system after a period of not
having used it, without having to learn everything all over again; (d) have a low error
rate, so that users make few errors during the use of the system, and if they do make
errors they can easily recover from them; also, catastrophic errors must not occur; (e)
should be pleasant to use, so that users are subjectively satisﬁed when using it; they
like it.
The author set out by discussing seven questions in relation to SW-DRS Table 6.1.Q u e s -
tions 1-3 are derived from Shum (1996), assessing the utility of the system. Questions
4-7 are taken directly from the usability sub-characteristic deﬁnitions above, evaluating
the usability of the system.
In order to justify the usability and utility of a software system, it is necessary to numer-
ical measure of the system, which are called software metrics in software development.
Algorithm performance is a complex aspect that could be measured by various elements,Chapter 6 Evaluation 66
Evaluation questions
1. Does the system help or hinder the reasoning process?
2. Can we review the designers’ reasoning process?
3. Is the representation rationale easy to understand?
4. Is the model easy to use by the engineering designers?
5. Is the system easy to learn?
6. Is the system easy to remember?
7. Is the system subjectively pleasing?
Table 6.1: Questions for evaluating the utility and usability of SW-DRS
A Goal-Question-Metrics (GQM) approach has proven to be particularly eﬀective in se-
lecting and implementing metrics (Fenton and Pﬂeeger, 1997). The GQM approach was
ﬁrst suggested by Basili et al. (1994).
In SW-DRS system evaluation, it is necessary to provide a three-stage framework using
GQM approach, the three steps are
1. Develop a list of major goals for the evaluation, these were described in Section
6.2.
2. From each goal, derive a set of questions that must be answered if the goals are
too implicit.
3. Identify what is to be measured in order to answer the questions.
The goals for evaluation in SW-DRS is deﬁned as - Improve the utility and usability of
the design rationale system for engineering designers. The questions have been deﬁned
in Table 6.1, and metrics for meeting the goals are inferred from the questions. Table
6.2 shows the full elements need to evaluated.
6.4 A case study
The SW-DRS evaluation has carried out using a student summer internship project
(Cooper and Crowder, 2006). The goal of the project was to design and build a mo-
bile robot on which robotics experiments could be carried out in the real world. The
particular emphasis on use of the robot was for experiments involve in navigation, of
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the process at the early design phase, which is designing the robot shape, particular
robot chassis.
Figure 6.1: The robot built for navigation experiment
The requirement of the robot for this project is listed below:
1. The chassis has to be large enough to contain or have mounted on it all the required
electronic circuitry and sensors. There should also be some extra space available
when the robot is complete to allow for future expansion in the event of the robot’s
requirements changing as it is used in diﬀerent projects.
2. The chassis has to be capable of supporting suﬃcient payload to account for all
the circuitry, sensors, motors and batteries that are required for the operation of
the robot.
3. The chassis has to be capable of traveling around the school on the ﬂoor surfaces
that are there contained, primarily industrial carpet.
4. The robot has to be designed that, if required, replica robots can be built from
design, description and other information included with the robot.
The author captures the design rationale for choosing the robot chassis, reasons for
whether based on previous design or built from available design description and sketch
though designers’ log book, design reports and interview. A snap shot of the design
rationale representation in SW-DRS is shown in Figure 6.2. The requirements on the
bottom left of the ﬁgure are those given at the beginning of the section. The repre-
sentation is based on the decision model that described in Chapter 4, which includes aChapter 6 Evaluation 69
series of design elements: issue, position, argument, constraint, requirement, evaluation
and decision. The design begin with the primer issue: the main chassis for the robot,
whether to base on existing design or to design, manufacture and build something from
scratch. Following that the designer explores six options for solve this design question.
Each option is whether support or disagreed by several arguments, in the ﬁgures
denotes that reasoning process proceeding, denotes that the argument supports
the option, on the other hand, and denotes the the argument is object to the
option. After fully consideration of the design space, the designer come out a solution
which is the designer’s option answer the design question. Then during other informa-
tion such design criteria are considered, the solution is evaluated and ﬁnally leading to
make the decision. As part of the process the design team evaluated six possible design
options, ranging from self-constraint robot based through highly modiﬁed trials, to a
simple design by University of Southampton. It was concluded that the best option is
the LynxMotion 4WD3 which is shown in Figure 6.1.
6.5 Experience with DRed
The author compares the evaluation result to a similar design rationale system (DRed)
which has been fully implemented and employed in industrial applications. DRed has
been developed and evaluated over a number of years. DRed was formerly introduced
into aero engine company and is used for real world project. The author gained the fol-
lowing knowledge from previous reported work (Bracewell et al., 2004), and Aurisicchio
et al. (2006)’s evaluation on DRed.
Within traditional design rationale capture tools, the complete text of the element can
only be viewed or edited by invoking a pop up window. Every issue, solution and
argument, the user needs to summarize it meaningfully into no more than ﬁve or six
words. Unlike the existing known IBIS tools using single line labels to represent rationale
elements, labels in DRed can be any width and number of lines. An typical screen shot is
presented in Figure 6.3. Unlike most graph based tools, producing comprehensive hard
copy is not a problem. The outline can be printed as a fully expanded hierarchically
structured text document.
Moreover, the following features are identiﬁed:
￿ Simplicity, with a relatively low training requirements.
￿ No database management system required.
Tunnel linked DRed ﬁles live in the project folder. In DRed terminology a
tunnel link is equivalent to a hyperlink.
Simple to deploy DRed and create a browsable and searchable archive of com-
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Figure 6.3: A captured design rationale example in DRed
￿ Easy to produce comprehensive hard copy identical to the screen.
￿ Traﬃc-light statuses of all elements, as shown in Figure 3.7
￿ Anchor links to locations in graphical elements.
￿ Tunnel linking is more eﬀective for expressing design dependencies than transclu-
sion.
￿ As the size of the text boxes is uncontrolled, the screen can become clustered, and
the users need to scroll down to ﬁnd an entity.
￿ No overall map is provided.
6.6 Expert Review
An expert review is an evaluation method moving from a general user review. Expert
review evaluation evolved from a Heuristic evaluation (Nielsen, 1992). Heuristic eval-
uation is a form of usability inspection where usability specialists judge whether each
element of a user interface follows a list of established usability heuristics. Expert evalu-
ation is similar, but does not use speciﬁc heuristics. This method is to identify usabilityChapter 6 Evaluation 72
problems based on established human factors principles. However, as the method re-
lies on experts, the output will naturally emphasise interface functionality and design
instead of the properties of the interaction between an actual user and the system.
For the evaluation of SW-DRS, the author proposes to evaluate the content of the
system, and not the user interface or HCI aspects. It is advisable to use experts that
are or have worked, in an engineering environment for a number of years, in particular,
the engineering design environment. Usually two to three analysts evaluate the system
with reference to established guidelines or principles, noting down their observations
and often ranking them in order of severity. The panel of experts must be established
in good time for the evaluation. All analysts need to have suﬃcient time to become
familiar with the system in question along with intended task scenarios. They should
operate by an agreed set of evaluative criteria.
Three expert reviewers were chosen because of their experience in the ﬁeld of engineering
design and computer science. The age range of the experts was from 45 years to 55 years,
and they have worked in the industry design team for more than 10 years.
In order to evaluate the system usability and utility, three experts were requested to ﬁll
out a questionnaire shown in Appendix A on SW-DRS respectively. They also answered
a questionnaire on DRed in order to compare with SW-DRS. Here the author used a
simple scoring system to quantitive analysis the interview data. The author gives 5
points for answer “yes”, 4 points for “almost”, 3 for “somewhat”, 2 for “not really” and
1 for “no”,and then average the points for each evaluation questions. This leads the
conclusion of very poor, poor, ok, good, very good in respect to 1, 2, 3, 4, 5. After the
questionnaire procedure, the author also takes several interviews to ﬁnd out the reasons
why the experts would prefer SW-DRS system to DRed, or conversely. Key comments
from the interviews are mentioned in Table 6.3.T a b l e 6.3 summaries the comparison
result of SW-DRS and DRed as a design rationale capture system. In the scoring system
mentioned above, ranging from Very good = 5 to Very poor = 1, summing the score
given SW-DRS 29.5 and DRed 26. Hence based on this simple scoring it can conclude
the SW-DRS is the better approach.
The results indicate SW-DRS improved or slightly improved the overall view of design
process, improved or slightly improved keeping track of design process and improved or
slightly improved evaluating and deciding between concepts compared to DRed. How-
ever some users found SW-DRS is not very easy for use, especial understand the distin-
guish between many design element templates during constructing the rationale. As a
result, SW-DRS slightly hinder the normal design process compared to traditional de-
sign process without design supporting tools. In many cases the designer may not fully
understand exactly what is required and therefore may not know what type of expert






























































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































.Chapter 6 Evaluation 74
6.7 Summary
After a preliminary evaluation and discussion with domain experts, the author ﬁnds
that by using SW-DRS, the experts conclude that design process can be improved or
signiﬁcant improved, but also it is hard to use. SW-DRS can contribute to make a
better comprehensive and eﬀective design, also SW-DRS can easily retrieve rationale if
the relevant web service are available which make re-design and reuse possible. However,
there are also something negative, currently the interactions in the design process are
mainly human, and the use of technology would require a change in the normal ways
of working. The designers are only willing to move to automated systems which are
accurate and reliable. SW-DRS need to be proved as a accurate and reliable system,
which require the evaluation during an ongoing project - a real world project after fully
implemented.Chapter 7
Conclusion and Discussion
This thesis discussed the work undertaken during the two years of the research into the
use and design of design rationale system. The author has reviewed several important
design rationale systems and based on the current state of the art in capturing design
rationale and argumentation structures, the author proposed an integrated formal argu-
mentation model to structure design rationale and also being used during design process.
The development of this system for engineering design capture, has demonstrated to im-
prove or slightly improve design rational capture process.
7.1 Conclusion
The research objective of this work is to improve the design reasoning process for engi-
neering design. The author approaches this by ﬁrstly understanding the key elements
of the process, and then develop an argumentation model based on ontology, a design
rationale capture framework with appropriate support mechanisms and tools to facil-
itate the design process. In this thesis, a number of existed design rationale system,
capture method and also application in industry have been reviewed. The author ﬁnd
that the importance of design rationale and basic methodology were identiﬁed but there
is a lack of eﬃcient capture approach and tool. To achieve these aims, it is necessary to
identify the technical and socio-technical factors that inﬂuence those design decisions.
The research reached the following conclusion:
1. The previous capture models such as the IBIS variant and the Toulmin structure
have their own limitations as discussed in Chapter 3. The integration of these
models developed in this thesis can improve capturing process.
2. The challenge of design rationale research is to reduce the overload to engineering
designers while structuring a rationale, minimize the non-productive eﬀort required
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to create design rationale and maximize its utility for those designers creating de-
sign rationale. The author make the assumption that all the design documents are
formally structured and easy accessible, an automatic or semi-automatic approach
to capture rationale will be available by using XML(s), RDF(s) and ontology.
3. The system provided retrieve of the rationale which will facilitate a re-design or
related design. This model will provide a foundation for building an eﬀective
knowledge based design support system, and will provide for designer more com-
putational services.
Some of the signiﬁcant issues that the author plans to pursue in our continued research
in design rationale are: how can design rationale improve the decision making process,
what are the design or system circumstances that inﬂuence the use and documentation
of design rationale, what mechanism or technology will help make decisions about the
level of detail and circumstance under which to document design rationale. The author
expects these experimental techniques will enable to discover the answers to the ques-
tions above. The results will allow us to develop a design rationale methodology and
associated tools to enhance the future use and documentation of design rationale. The
initial evaluation results of comparison has indicated SW-DRS had better performance
in capture and use design rationale.
7.2 Discussion
The research into design rationale conﬁrms that rationale capture is a challenging prob-
lem. The challenge is not to intrude on the designers as they accomplish the design
task. Our vision is a design environment with intelligence embedded in the environ-
ment, making the designers interact with the design tools in the same way they did
before and signiﬁcantly reduce the time consuming and improve the accuracy for locat-
ing the relevant resource.
As discussed in Chapter 4, a framework has been proposed for acquiring, storing and
disseminating design rationale. As shown in Figure 4.9, a service-oriented architecture
was built to support design liked creative work processes, which enable highly ﬂexible
structures and allow the integration of complex of information and speciﬁc domain. This
is a new idea for building software system, in this architecture, an application’s business
logic or individual functions are modularized as services for client applications. These
services are loosely coupled, which means the service interface is independent of the
implementation. Therefore, there is no need for developing all the components to get
the system work and new functions can be integrated easily. When the similar situations
and features present, the designers will easily reuse the functionality of existing systems
rather than building them again. The designers’s work has been improved by buildingChapter 7 Conclusion and Discussion 78
the system on top of loosely connected ontology modules which is identiﬁed by Semantic
Web Portal.
The author will demonstrate the applicability of our model by formalizing an engineer-
ing design process from the real case in the future. The Argumentation Ontology Figure
5.1 will also be the basis for capturing design rationale. To support the design process,
appropriate tools are needed as semantic web service, formal knowledge representation
and knowledge base. The main contribution of this thesis it the ﬁrst formal argumen-
tation model in web service environment for capture design rationale. This model is an
adaption of the IBIS argumentation introduced by Kunz and Rittel (1970). Our method-
ology will clearly state the arguments in engineering design, capture the rationale more
eﬀectively and ease the reinventing when designing.
The work proposed assumes that all the design information is recorded electronically and
easy to be access. The proposed system will provide a service to parse the raw data into a
simple structured method, because the amount of eﬀort to translate this information into
a usable format is considerable. The approach will be to initially implement a rationale
representation tool, which can operate without special community knowledge, and the
argumentation ontology using OWL. The system will perform increasingly better as
more well structured knowledge provided. A hybrid system of semantic web technology
and service oriented architecture can be easy and eﬀective for capturing design rationale.
7.3 Future work
Since the model has been built and some part of the system still need to be implemented,
a number of works remain to be completed. The main area of the future work is to
continue our current work according to what have been discussed in the above chapter
and expand some of the other features into the service-oriented system infrastructure.
Through the combination of OWL ontology, web service, and knowledge base, a new-
generation engineering design environment will be achievable.
One direction of this research is to make this system more usable, which includes building
all necessary services that are retrieving the design artifact information through product
ontology and exploring the engineering database. The interaction will be mainly imple-
mented by technology rather than face-to-face interaction nowadays. With a human-
based system, problems can be discussed and interpreted for the user, making it more
likely to proceed with trust. An accurate and reliable system will do exactly the same
as the way a designer works, and therefore signiﬁcantly increase work eﬃciency.
Another direction is to avoid intruding on the designers as they accomplish the design
task. The designers will not be intruded by building the rationale graphs, instead, they
work exactly as they used to and the rationale will be captured automatically. ThatChapter 7 Conclusion and Discussion 79
must be implemented as an embedded tool in their design system. There are already a
series of projects that capture the rationale about software design by a tool embedded
in the software development tools. The author believes such a design rationale system
integrated with the CAD or other engineering system will build an automatic or semi-
automatic approach.Appendix A
Questionnaire for expert review
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